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Staged debate Bentsen bashes Bush
features faculty
as candidates
By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
Two political science professors
took on the roles of George Bush and
Michael Dukakis in a mock presidential debate Wednesday in the IMgineering Building.
Just like the real candidates, Roy
Christman (Dukakis), and Roy
Young (Bush) were accused of hedging questions.
"The purpose of this debate was
to discuss the issues." said sophomore Lessly Wikleless. ’But again
they’ve removed themselves from
the issues and moved into slamming
the other candidates, especially on
the Bush side. There were more individual issues represented here than
national ones.’
Cecelia Regan. a graduate student
in communications studies. agreed.
"I felt like avoidance of the issue
was of the essence.’ said. "He
(Young) was not dealing directly
with what was being asked. There
were tough questions being asked,
and those are the ones which most
need answers."
Moderating the debate was Phil
Wander of the communication stud-

ies department.
Wander said the forum was sponsored by Professors for Social Responsibility. a faculty group that
serves as a billboard for political and
social events on campus.
SJSU’s Sane -Freeze and Campus
Ministries also participated in the
event, Wander said. The groups reacted to the lack of grass -roots political activ it) on campus.
A debate scented the best way to
attract interested spectators, he said.
"We wanted to have some kind of
an es cut on campus that might function io remind us that it is actually
possible to have issues in a political
campaign," Wander said. "Neither
Priiless,ir Young nor Professor
Christman has been coached and
they both told me that they have not
resorted to getting a Dick Cavett or a
Bob Hope to eise them little zing Both professors began the debate
with a five-minute speech describing
their candidates’ positions on various issues. After the introductory
statements. they responded to quesil,ins fr
the audience.
See DEBATE. hack page

Low enrollment
plagues program
By Leah Pels
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s occupational therapy program suffers front declined enrollment even though the profession is
part of California’s fast-growing
health field.
The program was impacted five
years ago, when the department received about 250 student applications each semester. said Roberta
Eyler, undergraduate enrollment
coordinator.
The number has dwindled to about
150 applications for the year. Eyler
said.
"Based on our projections for
1990, we won’t be able to fill the
jobs available in California." she
said. "We had a waiting list of students before, but now we’ll have to
start recruiting.
The Bay area has many open positions. but Southern California has
even more, said Guy McCormack.
SJSU occupational therapy profes-

In respiratory care, one facet of
occupational therapy, there is an
acute shortage of college graduates,
said Jon ’Thorsen, a respiratory care
instructor at Long Beach City College.
"In California, there are probably
less than 2(X) graduates, yet there are
approximately 700 clinics and hospitals in the state." he said.
The program has seen a steady decline in enrollment since the women’s movement of the 1970s. said
Lela Llorens, chair of the department.
"In the past. many women who
wanted to stud) medicine or science
went into occupational therapy because it was acceptable." Llorens
said of the female dominated field.
"Now women choose it because it’s
what they really want."
An increasing number of women
See ENROLLMENT, hack page
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Vice-presidential candidate
speaks to San Jose crowd
By Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer

Against a backdrop of a historic adobe building and a mariachi band, Democratic vice-presidential candidate Lloyd Bentsen
chastised George Bush in downtown San Jose Tuesday night.
In his second local appearance
in a month, Bentsen spoke to a
crowd of about 500 supporters at
the San Jose Peralia Adobe. He
ineed his strongest criticism yet
he Republican campaign.
Bush
has
launched
an
onslaught against the character Of
Mike Dukakis," Bentsen said.

"He has said things that we in
Texas wouldn’t say about a rattlesnake at a church picnic.
"We believe in the value of a
spirited debate. But this resembles a demagogic race for a country sheriff more than a presidential race.
The mariachi band performed
before the senator arrived. The
grounds of the adobe were decorated with red, white and green
balloons -- the colors of the
Mexican flag.
The Democrats have targeted
See BENTSEN, hack page

DeMoCratic Vice Presidential candidate Lloyd lientscii imitates
Harry Truman’s smile is hen he heat lkoey.

New book describes the ’young urban failure’
By Iknise Zapata
Daily staff writer
If success is measured by financial worth, the
newest breed of "urbans" is the epitome of failure. But at least they have their own book.
"Too Smart to Be Rich: On Being a Yoffie."
describes the plight of the latest Madison Avenue
"urban" - the "young urban failure."
Author Patty Friedmann describes the yuffie
as a highly intelligent individual who has rejected
the classic success of his peers.
"The yuffie is born with the trappings of suchis daddy’s rich and
cess and infinite potential
his mama’s good looking and his IQ is over 135;
"He’d
be a yuppie if
she states in a press release.

he weren’t so smart. But he ran it all into the
ground with the aplomb and finesse of true genius."
Friedmann said the idea for the book stemmed
from research by a New York market analyst. The
analyst coined the word to describe the 33 million
people who are college-educated and earning less
than $10,1XX) a year.
The press release desrihes the "yuffie" as
"the Ph.D. who runs the health food store, the
poet who paints houses for a living, even the occasional ACLI lawyer."
"I read the report and sat on it for awhilc
she says. "When I turned 40. ever llr
clicked."

nedmann us a tree -lance copyss nter who says
she never earned more than $103)00 a year. She
attended Smith College, where she was a dissertathm away from receiving her doctorate.
-I had always been full of promise." she
says "It defined me, and it defined a lot of people.
"There’s a little yuffie in everybody. People
want to he called a yuffie. It feels better to be
called a yuffie than a yuppie because it’s more humanistic.
Friedmann says "yuffies" are smart people
ho are bored with traditionally well -paying pro.See YITF1E, hack page

Student proposes to build park next to Aquatics Center
By Mary Hayes
Daily staff writer
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The park will he located behind the Aquatics Center

Robert Quirk, a resident adviser at
Joe West Hall, got tired of looking at
the dusty, desolate area next to the
Aquatics Center and decided something should he done.
When Quirk found out there were
no immediate plans for the university -owned land, he began to visualize a park with green lawns, volleyball courts, a barbecue area, and
picnic tables.
With a diagram of his vision in
hand. Quirk presented his proposal
to the facilities development and operations department planning committee last week.
"We’re not trying to take the land
away front the university it they
have other plans for it. hut its a pretty ugly sight right now," Quirk, a
senior majoring in aviation, told the

’Students will do a lot of work to cut
down labor costs.’
Robert Quirk,
aviation student
committee.
The proposal passed unanimously
after Quirk demonstrated that the redevelopment would be eye -pleasing
and relatively inexpensive.
The most expensive part of the
project will be grass installation and
a sprinkler system.
The planning committee estimated
the lawn will cost $3,000. A sprinkler system, installed by an outside
contractor, would cost about $7,500.
However. Quirk hopes to persuade

the university to install it.
’ ’They have to repair the sprinkler
system around the dining commons
anyway." he said.
Quirk suggested students eithei
build the picnic tables or adopt the
ones located in the now -defunct
Spartan Coy
Quirk decided grass would he better than sand tin volleyball courts
"If sand v.as used the courts
might become a hug cat litter box for
the neighborhood." Quirk said.

lilted Students President
Teri \ McCarthy said the A.S. would
he v% Wing to donate money for the
park. He suggested Quirk also seek
funds from Spartan Shops and the
housing department.
"Students will do a lot of work to
cut (limn labor costs.’’ Quirk said.
Peggy Asuncion, facilities planning and space manager, said her department did not have enough money
in its grounds budget to fund the proleo
Asuncion said she thought it was a
good idea because it will help prevent SJSU campus from becoming
"huilding-locked
Qunk thought oh redeveloping the
property because there is no place on
campus tuit barbecues or volleyball.
Also, once the grass is installed, it
will prevent dirt horn blowing into
the sskinitoing pool. he said
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Fear and loathing
in sobrietyville
There’s a certain excitement that comes %kith running
a razor blade across a mirroi strewn with uhite powder:
it embraces an ephemeral pow ei and a much bigger price
than SIM a gram.
Once you dab the last gummer, the power evaporates
as quickly as a bookie’s flash paper.
The same holds true for a big tat bomber of Humboldt County marijuana. Twist a fatty and just take a dry
hit.
After your mouth waters a bit, the weed can cause
the hair on the back of your head to stand.
It was a ritual I enjoyed. Often. And :liter meals
years of smoking pot without missing many days. It ,
more than habitual.
It was an adoration.
Nlany times. I was
reckless and relentless
buy ing cocaine ii slio
anesthen/cd. only to
lo a.m.
find it isis
Then it is as nine to devour bong hits until I
drifted asleep.
a
great
I
had
cover - just look at
my Bambi mug shot
Sean Mulcaster
Some people %shorn
worked isith tot Ilse years had no idea. At parties.
they would try to hide it from me to keep me 111MI di%
coy cuing their habits. It was fun to shock them when I
pulled inn a pungent hag of pot.
even
At 2",.. I often feel like tin going on IS
though I.%c smoked pot for nearly I 2 years. It’s been a
scant three months of staying straight A good shirt. hut
nothing to brag about considering how often l’e telt like
chewing through steel out of I rustration.
Sometimes I sh.. feel stoned
I’ve rolled into uork and school frequently shined
blue, pulling it off as adroitly ;is possible tieing stoned
or railed at work was my secret and the only ii ay to deal
with Jane and John Q. Public People didn’t seem to
know., and if they did, they didn’t care. But the Visine
alibi soon wore as thin as my ciiinea.
It usually takes a hellish abyss to steer a person into
sobriety I’m no exception Although it didn’t requite a
financial catastrophe or an arrest for driving is hi le into s
doing
I vas lucky to escape Johnny Law
cated
drugs pervaded every element of my life. It masked what
was really happening. Capital "M for misery. negative
10 on the esteem index.
Thoughts ot tasty buds and an Indian summer’s day
over the hill still creep into mind - October is danger
but I know not using beats the
ously close to harvest
hell out of using Anytime.
With all the good and too often misspent times I lived
as a party reptile, there are things you never forget
and mali indiscretions that make me cringe.
Being in I2 -pack shape has its advantages when
you play beer -per-hole golf at Oakridge. Just make sure
your U-boat commander friend doesn’t drive the golf
can into the lake in front of the clubhouse.
Playing quarters. I once nailed 17 straight off the
end of my nose.
I picked on a friend. He retaliated, reeling off 27
straight.
Super Howl Sunday. Pick any of the last eight and
I was annihilated senseless on a potpourri of chemicals.
A friend once counseled. ’ Better living through chemi4try
Tuesday nights at Boswell’s with the Garcia Brothers, a local band who specialized in rock ’n’ roll from the
heart.
Sobriety changed who I hung out with. If you’re
going to stop partying, it’s probably not a great idea to
hang around your dealer’s house.
The sad truth is the same holds true lin party buddies. If sobriety is an arm and your friends Me 11, lingers.
might have to be amputated. But in this ,ase, they
few
a
can grow back.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you

our readers.

Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters he accepted.
All letters may he edited for length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the tight to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Letters must hear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente’ Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.

,01,n1

Letters to the Editor
Still some hope
rditor.
With all oi the talk about rapes
and burg la? les on campus. it is hard
to hehtne there OLT still hottest people in the woild
Last Wednesday night. I went to
Morris I tai Icy Auditorium and saw
( ;ood
Liming Vietthe 111115 IC
as is :itching the
\\
movie. illy w allet fell lut of my
pocket Attei waltzing it is as lost. I
immediately went back and looked
Ii it I could not find it Inside my
al let I had 1,. t 11,1101 L Tedlt Cal
S511
ti
;1.11 and a signed blank
check
The next day. my roommate received it call front the person who
found my wallet. He told me to pick
up my wallet in the Student Union
information booth.
To iliy surprise, the money was in
it. including the blank check. I
would like to thank the honest person who turned it in. I retrieved my
wallet and reaffirmed my belief that
there is still some hope for our society.
Johnny Visconsi
Freshman
.A% iation

Ignoring reality
Editor.
\Alia’
. ;

...mg iii here?
Ica trying so hard to
tgilu ire ii ul hClittle the fact that a
young black uornan may have been
raped repeatedls and left for dead by
\ is hlie men
one of them allegedly car y mg a badge?
Why has Mere been such an em’Pliasr. ori in-living the young lady a
hat lather Man investigating the facts
and possibly capturing the perpetraWrH:w, would America perceive a
young white woman claiming to
have been raped by six black men?
Are people ignoring the questions
surrounding this case because crimes
such as this rat k the smooth, false
veneer that we as a country have
been trying to maintain?
It is a veneer that hides behind the
"values of the family and the
"melting pot" theory and denies
that racially motivated crimes are
committed regularly against people
of color.
And who are these SJStl students
who in their infinite wisdom are either blaming Miss Brawley for perpetrating some kind of hoax or focusing attention away from her and
onto het lawyers who are suppposedly ’’raping her in their search
tor publicity?
For i hut se uho would call her a
liar, the tIllk,11,111 of the truth or the
falsehood III Muss Brawley’s claim is
not iiric till the American public to
considei It is a question that should
be ansu cued hi in unbiased criminal
gisticc system as in any case in
which a victim states that it crime has
been committed.
In addition, it seems clear that
people who are concentrating on the
"milks" of Miss Brawley’s lawyers
are missing or ignoring the real issues in this case. To add just a few to
those already mentioned: How is it
that Mrs. Brawley. who met with
local law officials a number of times
with no iesults and who decided the
system %as biased (something which
has been statistically proven) and
who didn’t is ish to participate in an
unnist sy stein, was threatened with
jail Him could this happen to a
woman who was only seeking justice
and ,ittempting to protect her already
traumatized daughter?

And why did Special Prosecutor
Robert Abrams and Gov. Mario
Cuomo convene the grand jury and
get a written decision on a case
which had no witnesses or suspects?
These are some of the questions
this case has raised. They are questions which are being ignored, but
which need to be addressed because
they are part of reality for everyone
in this country. And when you ignore reality, sooner or later it comes
crashing down around your head.
Christina Pinckney
Junior
Math

hardware are more important than
education, health care and justice.
He has lied to the United Nations,
telling the full body of nations that
the United States "has never endangered civilians in military operations," during peace time. And yet,
he supported the murder of Khadafi’s child in,a blatant violation of international law. He lied about being
against terrorism when he is the administration’s strongest proponent of

the terrorism of civilian, medical and
religious institutions in Nicaragua.
He admits openly that he proposes to
criminally overthrow that sovereign
Bad to the bone
government with mines in their harbors, bombs and assasinations and
Editor,
"Keep our neighborhoods bet- by doing everything he can to deny
ter." said Vice President George much needed polio and tetanus vacBush during the second presidental cines.
debate.
In the United States, the literacy
This abuse of the English lan- rate is declining. In Nicaragua. the
guage is not an indication of sloppy Ortega government has achieved a
sprach but is a part of the abuse of 90 percent literacy rate. 100 percent
the democratic process that the poli- medical care, and has eliminated
cies of the Reagan administration starvation. Can George Bush say the
have perpetuated on the people of sante about the United States?
the United States. Is it "better for
Why should potential criminals
the U.S. to have the second highest not murder steal and vandalize when
infant mortality rate of the 20 the president and vice president of
wealthiest nations in the world? Is it the U.S. endorses the same?
"better" for the U.S. to be one of
A vote for Michael Dukakis is a
only two nations on that same list to
vote against the immorality of the
not have national health care?
I do not think of catsup as a vege- current administration. The question
table as Reagan does, and I don’t ac- is not whether or not those who can
cept a 60 percent drop out rate in afford televisions and homes are betEast -side school districts. Children ter off today, but whether those indiare important, in fact human life is viduals suffering the ingorance of ilimportant. I don’t agree that there literacy, lack of health care and
are any higher principles than those hunger are better off today.
that itnprove the human condition
Bob Holchalk
worldwide. Goerge Bush apparently
Senior
believes lies, cover-ups and military
History

When I was live years old, I got my first
pair of glasses.
The thick black frames were much
too big for my face, and they were forever
broken, dirty or lost.
Because of this, I was never very good at
sports. Fly halls sailed over my head, unseen
dodge balls hit my skinny body. and football
meant telling my mom that I broke my glasses.
Again.
So I began to read. My frustation for my
sorry athletic achievements was made up by a
voracious appetite for books. I read everything
I could get my hands on.
Slowly, I realized my desire to be on the
other side of the text. I wanted to give as well
as take.
So I began to write. Everyday. I began to
keep a journal. I looked at the writing
assignments in my classes as an opportunity to
practice my craft. When I enrolled in college,
the obvious choice was journalism. I hope to
become one of those rare people who make a
living at what they love to do.
I hoped.
When I met my current roomates. I never
understood why some of them, as
accomplished musicians, did not major in
music. Chris. Mike and Andy will sit for hours
and play guitar with no other desire than to
hear the music. I felt any of them could have
made a profession out of their hobby.
I was, alter all, pursuing my love with a
focus and desire unequaled by anything else in
my life.
Now I write for a daily newspaper, and I
think I understand.
someone writes, draws or plays
When
music alone, it truly comes from
inside. There is no pressure to sell or
meet deadlines. You need no other praise than
your own to achieve satisfaction.
When the pursuit of a profession
incorporates that love, its nature changes.
What once was spontaneity now becomes a
necessity. What gave a person deep
gratification now must gratify a boss, the
public and friends.
Then the fun dissipates. Now you must
produce. No one has time to wait for
inspiration because whatever you’re doing, it
needed to be done yesterday. What once was
the best part of the day becomes a monster «)
escape at quitting time.
There’s a lot of wisdom in the the advice,
"Do what you love to do." Some people can,
and never feel their love turn to dread. People
are amazingly adaptive. Some discover that
fine line combining personal gratification with
the external pressure to produce.
I still love what I’m doing. most of the
time. But since my day is filled with writing on
a schedule, not necessarily for myself, my
journal has grown dusty. Al the end of the day,
many times, the last thing I want to do is write.
The external demands replaced the internal
love.
My roomates still play their music.
indifferent to the outside world. Their
satisfaction is pure and clean.
I chose to turn my love into a profession,
as did my colleagues. I know that the balance
in personal and professional satisfaction is out
there, somewhere.
I just don’t know where to find it.
Mike I.ewis is the Forum Editor.
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Who do you think will win the World Series?

TODAY

Ilector Flores, Freshman.
Ihmatics: "I’ve got a $20 het
from esterday. Whoever won
that game, will win the series.
This is it. I think the A’s are
going to do it. They’ll probably
sweep nom here. If they don’t,
then ifs the A’s in seven. I look
t’’night.

Scott Trujillo, Freshman,
Aviation: "No doubt. the A’s are
going to take it. All they needed
was that homer front (Mark) McGwire. But the Dodgers seem to
have the pitching so far. If it goes
to seven games, it will be the
A’s."

Reed Magazine: Send submissions
tor fiction, poetry and art to Faculty
Offices Room 102. For information
call 286-8153.
Ski Club: Alpine Meadows ski trip
on sale in front of the Student Union,
9 ant. -noon. For information call
288-9880.
Fencing Club: Meeting, 8 p.m..
Spartan Complex Room 89. For information call 286-1995.
Career Planning and Placement:
Careers in the life sciences. 12:30
p.m., S.U. Almaden Room. Resume
critique, 2 p.m.. S.U. Costantran
Room. For information call 9246033.
Speaker.
Department:
Physics
Glenn Carle. NASA Ames, "Exobiology in Solar Explorations," 1:30
p.m., Science Building Room 251.
For information call 924-5261.
A.S. Homecoming: Street faire, 10
a.m.-2 p.m.. Ninth Street between
San Fernando and San Carlos
streets. For information call 9246240.
Amnesty International: Introductory presentation for new members,
7:30 p.m., Washburn Hall Reception Lounge. For information call
924-7931.
DisAssociation:
Pre-Medical
cussion on Radiology topics, 1:30

p.m.. Duncan Hall Room .445. For
int’
ation call 29846371
American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics: Speakei, Captain
Jeff Huniphrey. "Engineering ca
reers in the Air Force,’’ 12.30 p.m..
Engineering Building Room 301.
Campus Democrats: Satellite interview with vice-presidential candidate Lloyd Bentsen. 10.10 a.ni..
S.1.1. Uniunhum Room For information call 984-5.409
Christian Science College Organization: Meeting, 3:30 p.m., S.U.
Montalvo Room.
Alpha Eta Rho: Tailgate planning.
7:30 p.m., Aviation Department
Conference Room. For information
call 286-3161.
(’ampus Ministry Center: Faculty
staff breakfast. 7:30 a.m., ()Inver
sit) Club. For information call 2914
02114.
Arnold Air Society: Meeting about
"Angel Flight" group, 7 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 924-2969.
Sierra Club: Meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
S.U. Montalvo Room. For information call 295.0586.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Guest
speaker and piiia night. 4:30 p.m.,
S.U. Costanoan Room. For information call 295-9877.
Disabled
Support
Learning
Group: Speaker, Marjorie Craig,
"Coping with learning disability."
3:30 p.m., Administration Building
Room 269. For information call 9246000.

"Prayer Around the
7 MI
p.m.. 300 South 10th Si 1,11 Illttil
112114
298
call
Career Planning and Placement:
Co op ouentation i .40 p in . S
Almaden R110111 Flit 111101111a11011
call 424 6034
A.S. Homecoming: Pep rally. 6:30
p.m S
Amphitheatre. Frank Jo
sepli concert. dance. Y p itt., S.U.
Amphitheatre For inhumation call
924 62411
Tennis Club: Weekly lessons,
p.111., South Campus Tennis (2ourts
(’or information call 29.4 2451.
Ohana of Hawaii: Pizza night, 14
p.m.. Sumiy%ale Roundtable be
tween Wolfe Road and Old San
Francisco Road for information call
274-2755.
Philosophy 1)epartment:
quium. 3:45 p III- Fill till \ I /III,
Building Rormi 104 Foil intoonanon
call 924-4482
Women’s Resource (’enter: Worn,
en’s Week planning meeting, noon.
Women’s Resource Centel, Administration Building Room 223. For in
toiirl,ItI,lIi call 924 (icon.
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‘.s ii the purchase of any sandwit h
OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
CLUB
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE!

Is

F. San Carlos 947-1333
New Hours
Fri -Sat until II PM
Sunday 10-6
With this coupon & SJS1.1 ID

WINCHESTER SAMPLER SET

Winchester Beers are made right here on the premises from the finest
hops and malts available to ensure the freshness and fine taste.

FRIDAY
ampus Ministry Center:

taize

"Pale Ale"

"Red Amber"
10% Off

to all San Jose State students

if(i--01
rm. Aria

Hours:
10am - llpm weekdays
10am - 2am Fridays & Saturdays

1111111110

Jess i%h Student Association:

Vietnamese and Chinese Cuisine
Seafood Specials
We wish success

St IND AN
I rack Club: Workout and meeting.
p in . South Campus ottices

SATURDAY

Treat Yourself to Quoc Te Restaurant

Devins Green, Sophomore,
Marketing: "The A’s got the
hasheis and they have the pitch s ’There’s no question that
ine0e going to win tonight. I
think they have adjusted what the
si.ers have done and they’ll he
( 4

"Win! lose! or Draw!" 8.30 p.m.,
12296 Via (mole. Saratoga For inhumation atl 294 8311

Indium

155 E. San hernando
(Corner of 4th & San
Fernando)

"Special

with this ad
820 S. Winchester Blvd., S.J.
between Moorepark &Williams
(408) 243-7561
Open Deily 11
- 12 m

9

mon

riNsaimmminso
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CclupioN

FREE DELIVERY

DOWNTOWN MEDICAL CLINIC
PROTECTING YOUR HEALTH.
RESPECTING YOUR PRIVACY.
Personalized service - no waiting
AIDS/VD testing - same day results
available
Affordable student rates
Courteous Bi-Lingual staff
Open Saturdays
Call 275-9090 For an Appointment
le325 South First Street VISA
(Next to Original Joes)

Lisa Busse, Junior, Occupational ’therapy: "It’s the Dodgers all the way. They’re going to
play better baseball. There’s no
other reason that they’re going to
win. I just think that they are a
better baseball team. Besides they
have Skippy. (Utility player
Mickey Hatcher).
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Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
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Present this coupon
& receive one FREE
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SPORTS
Spartan offense

Running in Johnson’s shadow

Twin-bone propels running game

Jim Francis may
be more involved
in Spartan offense
Ry tat Shess
staff writer
In the SJSU backfield. Johnny
Johnson racks up the yardage and the
headlines
But junior fullback Jim Francis
may soon he earning some of his
own.
Coining off his most product is e
day as a Spartan. Francis hopes Sal
urday’s game against the Cruse, sus
of the Pacific is a sign of things is,
come.
"Hopefully, I’ll get more in
solved I III the offense)." Francis
said. "RelallSe a lot of people key
on Johmis
Against Pacific. Francis rushed
for 63 y aids on six carries and
caught in passes tor 3t) yards.
Francis vs as recruited from Sarl
dleback College in Santa Ana as a
fullback. Hut once he an Red in Sao
Jose. he ssas conserted to a tight
end.
SJSU scrapped the tight end position from its offense three weeks
ago. moving Fiancis again to tun
back Running hacks coach Walls
Gaskins said Francis has "Amsted
real well.
"He came in this Lill, so he had a
lot to learn. ( ;ask in said. "He’s
picked it up teal well
Because of inutile. on the offensive line. the coaches implemented a
new formation
the ts inhone
which uses two fullbacks lined up in
The
ot
lor:ic behind
I
a tailback.
it is to use the fullbacks for extra
blocking.
Enter Francis. who at 6 feet, 230
pounds is a "tremendous blocker,"
according to Head Coach Claude
Gilbert.
Gilbert said Francis is impros nu2
every week and plans to uti hie him
based on what the defense Jir.es
Daily

Doug Duran Daily staff photographer

Fullback Jim Francis, right, carries the ball for SJSU
them.
Francis said he prefers fullback
over tight end.
"The blocking schemes are easier
because you get a man instead of an
area... Francis said.
.ast week two factors helped
Francis pertnrmance: The Spartans
had problems both with running the
hall outside and attempting to
achieve "a little more variety" on
oltense. Gilbert said.
"I hope to use Jim to take a little
bit of the load .,f f Johnny," Gilbert

Morale picks up for SJSU
Hy Darren Sahedra
Utah State in the homecoming game
Daily staff writer
at Spartan Stadium.
The mood around the SJSU footSJS1.1. 2-0 in the Big West (’onball team has shifted from gloomy tir ference and 2-5 overall, is second in
energetic in the past week.
the league. Fresno State, which
After losing use straight non -conrushed Mali State SI -1() Saturda
ference games. the Spartans tOund leads the Big West sA till a 3-11 mai k
the remedy tfie needed Saturday.
Spartan Head Coach Claude Gilbeating University of the Pacific, 35- bert said the team takes pride in the
31.
conference winning streak.
SJSU’s win over UOP was its
"It’s something Ike try to promote
16th straight victory in conference (within the team).fie said
play.
Asked if that adds pressure to the
The Spanans will try to continue squad. Gilbert said, "You need a
the streak Saturdav as thev meet
%/Mitt I. pace /I)

said.
Francis. a business management
major. is realistic about the odds of
playing professional football. He
said he would consider going to the
Canadian Football League, but only
if the game remains fun to him.
Gilbert referred to Francis as a
"tough" player. As the youngest of
five brothers. Francis said his siblings had something to do with it.
got beaten up. he said.
His oldest brother. Russ, played
for the 1982 Super Bowl Champion
San Francisco 49ers. Jim had a
chance to wear a Super Bowl ring.
"It weighed a ton." Jim said.
’That was a thrill for me, that’s the
pinnacle for football .

By Sean Mukaster
Daily staff writer
The look has changed. After a six week road trip, the passing game has
become more of a passenger than a
charmer.
SJSU will head into the teeth of its
Rig West schedule with Saturday’s
homecoming game against Utah
State 12-4, 2-0 in leauge play) stressing the running game instead of a
passing attack.
After pounding out more than 2(8)
yards for the third time this season,
the Spartans’ running game, with its
twin -bone formation, has a different
twist. And it will most likely be the
scheme the Aggies will face Saturday. The Spartans face Fresno State
the following week.
"We’re a better run and play -action team than a straight drop back
team," SJSU offensive coordinator
Rick Resnick said. "We’re going to
change some of our offense."
SJSU gained 267 yards rushing
against Washington and 225 yards
against New Mexico State. Tailback
Johnny Johnson. who earned Rig
West player of the week for the second time, leads the team with 680
yards rushing. and four 100-yard
games. He has also scored four
touchdowns in a game twice this season last week at University of the
Pacific and against New Mexico
State.
"We’ll still give people three or
four different looks," Resnick said.
"Rut we’re trying to get the ball to
our best people.’’
No offense was designed for any
Of SJSU’s speedsters on the outside.

t HOMECOMING SPECIALI’,

This Weekend Starter Discount is valid through Jan. I, 1989 on
Weekend Economy Fare of two (2) days or more. Offer entrtles
renter to a 50% discount on the first day’s rental charge only.
Discount will be honored only at The Fairmont Hotel in San Jose.
Call 947-8084 for reservations. Major credit cards required.
Limit: One coupon per rental.

(lithe Tusitania

Tau Delta Phi

Alpha Omicron Pi

Kappa Sigma

SJSU Homecoming 88

STREET FAIRE

4PLUS TAX

Location: 9th st.
Time: 10:30-3:30

Teesso’s Hower Clatdets
4.5ee544090 10-6
to frono of the Student Linton

When: Wedfiburs

Games and Food!

-

Asian American Studies
presents

Fred Cordova
on

Filipinos in America:
The 225th Anniversary
111_)ctober 20 7 PM

Umunhum Room - Student Union

in

Also on display for ONE DAY ONLY 1-7 PM
The National Exhibit:

0.

0-

Filipino Women in America
For More Information: CALL - 924-5752

Fast, Free Delivery

50%

WEEKEND DISCOUNT COUPON

ROSES.t -04

Injuries have forced the team to add
the reshuffling of line-ups to the normal preparation of game plans.
This week was a little different.
For the first time in three weeks,
the SJSU offensive line resembles
the projected opening -day line-up.
Right tackle Scott Swell is recovering faster than anticipated from an
ankle sprain and could be ready Saturday. Guard Ara Derdarian may be
ready for the Fresno State game.
Tackle John Heilmann. who performed well in his first start three
weeks ago at California, may start
again, opposite Damon Tarver if
Swell isn’t ready. Guard Mark Fredrick is returning to form after missing the first five games.
Notes: Quarterback Ken Lutz is
the healthiest he’s been in four
weeks and still has a minor foot
problem. Ryan Rasnick continues to
wear a protective cast on his right
hand due to a thumb injury, but will
play. Cornerback Freddie Smith suf
fered a bruised knee against Pacific
and is listed as probable.

HERTZ AT THE FAIRMONT

1 DOZ. MEDIUM STEM

Sponsors SJSU Asian American Studies Dept., Akbayan of San Jose State,
Asian Students In Action Now (A SIAN ), Partially funded 4 The California Lottery.

FAT CAT’S PIZZA ON WHEELS

In fact, kasnick praised the receiving corps for blocking exceptionally
downfield. Since the Spartans introduced the twin -bone two weeks ago
at Stanford, the tight end has been a
missing entity.
"What our offense has done in the
last two weeks is the way we’re
headed," Resnick said. "We still
throw the ball, but the running game
and the play -action is going to open
things up for Kevin (Evans)."
The Spartans will not abandon a
passing game which has amassed 1.722 yards in seven games. Quarterback Ken Lutz. who has completed nearly 65 percent of his
passes, ranks 20th nationally in passing efficiency.
Slotback Kevin Evans ranks
eighth nationally with 45 receptions
and 614 yards. but has only one
touchdown catch. Evans’ totals are
tops on the team, ahead of Johnson’s
40 catches for 468 yards and three
touchdown catches.
The Spartan coaches and players
have been dreading Mondays lately.
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4 Persian Student Association
Greek Show Council
Delta Upsilon
a Associated Students
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EVERY DOG HAS HIS DAY

to

SALADS ’ SODAS

pizza

with 8 toppings
.4444
same size pizza with any
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AT 120 E SAN CARLOS
next to campus
297-5553
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CITICENTRE
DANCE
THEATRE

Independent study to trace development of new music legend Mitch Easter
(producer of REM., Game Theory,
Velvet Elvis) and his band Let’s Active.
Aural examination of new Top 2 college radio record Every Dog Has His
Day required. Class field trip made to

WANTED

STUDENT BODIES
EVERY THURSDAY
utguis

/fr

Let’s Active’s upcoming tour.

131203.02151ThEl

6.99
,,

FEATURING:

SUITE HARLEM SHUFFLE

EVBRY DOG fjAS HIS DAY
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Professon John Leckie & Mitch EasterProducors,
Sole Ends October 26th

REWARD
$1.00 ANY DRINK
SATURDAY,
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SPX 219
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Coach Berry mixes ingredients Spartan spikers plow over Bulldogs
for a balanced basketball team
By Stan Carlberg
staff writer
The SJSU volleyball team
broke a three -game losing streak
by defeating Fresno State, 15-9.
15-11 and 15-10. Tuesday night
in Fresno.
"It was a needed win for us."
SJSU Head Coach Dick Montgomery said. "After a few losses.
a team begins to wonder about itself. It felt good to win again."
The victory lifted the Spartans
Big West Conference record to 52. while the struggling Bulldogs
fell to 1-7 in league play.
"They (SJSU) played really
scrappy and aggressive." Fresno
Head Coach Leilani Overstreet
said. "They wanted it more than
we did."
An early lead was the key to
the Spartans’ victory as they
breeied by the Bulldogs in three
straight games.
"They
started off really
strong." Overstreet said. "With
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Spartans lose
Waters, rely on
senior backcourt
By Reggie Burton
Daily staff writer
The SJSU men’s basketball team
officially. began practice Saturday .
and don’t be surprised it you see
Head Coach Bill Berry donning a
chef ’s apron at several early season
practICes.
Its like putting a cake togethei." Ben y said. searching for a
proper assessment of his teani.
’ You put the recipe together and
stick it in the oven. Then you wait
for the results...
If this is true. then Berry will
count on returning seniors to be the
main ingredients.
Now that his son and leading
scorer Ricky Berry is playing for the
NBA’s Sacramento Kings. the Spai
tans’ coach will count on the hack
court trio of Steve Haney. Rodney
Scott and Anthony Perry to provide
scoring and senior leadership.
"From a guard standp,)int.
Haney , Scott and Perry are all show
ing good leadership and improsement." Berry said.
The departed Berry was the Spartans high scorer in 26 of the 29
games last season, so the backcourt
will have to pick up the slack if the
Spartans iii’ to improve on their 1415 record last season.
Haney. a six -foot -two shooting
guard, is the team’s leading returning scorer at 12.6 points per game.
Scott. a strong defender, returns as
the team’s leadilly assist man with
108. Perry .1 six -toot- (stir shooting
guard. conserted 18 of 72 threepoint field goals last season.
While Heti \ is counting on his experienced backcourt to be the cake.
he may has c lii wait until Christmas
tor the hosting.
Six foot eight senior Dietrich Waters. the team’s leading rebounder.
and the second best rebounder in the
PCA A last season, was declared academically ineligible for the Spartans’
early season games.
Berry said the Spartans will miss
his presence in the frontcourt.
.
"Dietrich is the top rebounder in
our conference and our best detender.’ he said.
Waters has been a starter the past
Iwo seasons. Berry said if he makes
sufficient academic progress during
the fall semester, he will be able to
return to the team in an active status
in late December.
The Spartans’ coach said he ex

LUAU:fi

"WE RENT FOR LESS
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
Visa/MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement. 21
8 minutes from campus

Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA 951 1 1

(4t8)281-4666

Daily file photo

Daily staff photographe

Spartan guard Rodney Scott Debi attempts to guard Delsin Jackson
during a game against the S
a State Cossacks last season.
peels more contribution from senior
tOrward George Williams and sophomore Tony Farmer.
"George was inconsistent last
season. but he has looked motivated
so far at our practices
Reny said Farmei . listed at 6-8,
has grown an inch since last season
and is maturing oily sically
Other players who figure to contribute are Jan Svoboda (6-8) and
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YOUR DOWNTOWN COMPUTER
SOURCE.
$5.99
11 Disk Holders
$5.99
[1 Mouse Pads
[1 3.5 Floppy Disk (Sony) $19.99
[15.25 Floppy Disk (JVC) $19.99
11 Box of Computer Paper $12.50

SALES
SERVICE
SUPPORT

St.

2

COMPUTER WERX
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

95 S. MARKET
CALL:2

Resume
Copies
Get sharp looking copies. top
quality paper. and matching
envelopes at Kinko’s, the copy
center.

’

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP (..-4

)

"Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES -FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products
The SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Pre-Law Society
and
BarBri Professional Testing Centers
hesent

A Free
Law School Preparation Seminar

and
A Practice
Law School Admissions Test
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22 9:30 am - 12:30
HUGH GILLIS HALL, ROOM 231
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

kinkoss

pin

*****
Pre -registration is strongly encouraged
To reserve a seat, call collect

the copy center
S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
205-5511

after being waived by the Bulls and
the New York Knicks

(415) 441-0654
Donuts will be available

A

Ak.

\

*****

00’

$50 Scholarships will be awarded for
the BARBRI LSAT REVIEW COURSE
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

COMPUTErl urErlx

9 7-WERX

SPARTAN VOLLEYBALL THIS WEEK

1111111111"

Montgomery knows that in
order for his squad to maintain its
success, they have a few things to
work on.
"Our key is to utilize our depth
and consistency." he said.
"Spreading things out, like we
did against Fresno. is something
we have to keep up:
The Spartans (16-4) next game
will be this Friday against Cal
State Fullerton. Game time will
be 7:30 at the Spartan Gym.

round by Chicago in 1987, signed
with the Warriors last December

Coffee and

SJSU
?

OAKLAND (AP)
The Golden
State Warriors waived three guards
on Wednesday. including second round draft choice Keith Smart of Indiana.
Also released were Tony White, a
6 -foot -2 second -year player, and 6-5
fifth -year veteran Bryan Warrick.
The moves reduced the Warriors’
roster to 14 players. Six guards remain with the team Winston Garland. Steve Harris, Mitch Richmond, Otis Smith, John Starks and
Terry Teagle. Chris Mullin has been
moved to small forward.
Smart was the 41st player taken in
the 1988 draft. He averaged 12.1
points as a two-year starter for Indiana and made the game-winning
shot in the Hoosiers’ national championship game victory over Syracuse
in 1987.
White, drafted in the second

.101111
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5% DISCOUNT
TO SJSU
STUDENTS

10% discount for SJSU
Students, faculty, & Staff
on weekly& monthly rentals

Montgomery praised the efforts of junior setter Susan Lay mon.
"Susie had a good match. he
said. "She did a good job in her
set selection, spreading it out so
everybody got a chance to hit the
ball."

Warriors cut second-round pick Smart

SPECIALS

AUTORENTAL

season.
"We are a different team on
the floor," Overstreet said. "Out
offense is really hurting without
her.’

their early lead, we seemed to
ease up and let them take it away
from us.’
In their last confrontation, the
match went all five games. After
the Spartans found themselves
down 2-0, they battled back from
a 14-12 match point deficit in the
third game and won the next two
games to come out victorious.
The match was the biggest
comeback of the season for the
Spartans.
"They played a lot better in
this game than the last one,"
Overstreet said "And we seemed
to play the opposite. We wanted
the last one and weren’t quite into
this one.
The Fresno squad missed the
play of one of its top outside hitters, Melanie Estes. The 5-10 senior from Visalia, Ca., sprained
her ankle in last Friday night’s
match against Cal Poly -San Luis
Obispo. The injury may keep her
out of action for the rest sit the

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21st.
SJSU vs. Cal State Fullerton
SJSU Student Appreciation Night
Special $1.00 Admision w/Student
I.D. Card.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22nd.
SJSU vs. San Diego State
ALL GAMES BEGIN AT 7 :30PM
IN THE SPARTAN GYM
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Be a hero tonight!
Dinner for two
just $22"
Here’s your chance to be a real
hero...at a price you can’t beat.
Treat your guest to an elegant four
course dinner at Belvedere Gardens,
complete with a breathtaking view
of San Jose’s city lights from high
atop the Le Baron Hotel.
You’ll begin with soup and
salad, followed by our Chefs
selection for the evening, and
then of course dessert.
It’s all yours for just $22.95
at the Le Baron Hotel’s beautiful
Belvedere Gardens restaurant.

Why only $22.95? Because we
have a brand new menu. and we’re
anxious for you to experience our
incomparable new dinners.
But hurry, this offer is good only
until November 15th. Just present
this ad to your server, and you’ll be
a real hero... for just $22.95!

Game night, sign up to enter the Grande "Serve" a Pizza contest held between the 2nd & 3rd matches

Win FREE pizzas from GRANDE’S PIZZERIA & CAFE
(4th St. and San Carlos San Jose)

1350 N First Street San Jose, CA 95112
Ce-2914200
Tn"fti

ramommiZiliansommia’0112=amaj
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ENTERTAINMENT

’Alien Nation’ plot fails to thrill
By Dan I iii nci
Daily stall writer
Pt souse got an evening to kill.
you could spend $5 to go out and see
’ Alien Nation
you could sit in a dark room
and heat Yourself about the head and
Sill udders with a broken bottle The
Choice is yours. although the latter
%Mid probably he more emo,able
"Alien Nation- is a stunningly
mediocre tilm by Graham Bakei the
same genius is ho brought us Hie
Final Conflict
The "plot** iesolves around a
tough I A detectise named Sy kes
(played by James Caan. who has
done better) who teams up is ith a
tress collier’ partner. The DOA L’0111eT, ate aliens from another planet
who were bred for slate labor on
then stir is or Id. hut escaped in a
huge spaceship that cons emends
landed III Ihe Mthave desert, lust a
stone*, throw from Holly wood
Whs do the aliens alit s seem to
land in America Thes*se got a
whole planet to Limos,. twin. hut
ever since -War of the W ’odds** or
’The Day the Earth Stood Still.
aliens hate been coming here in
droves.
There*s just something ahout this
count’ s that atti it is evtraTerrestrial. Is it our Ted mod they ’re atter.
in is hat ’I eclu, the sentiments of one
character at the heginning it the
mos le who said, ’Send *on to RusWe ’s e had
sia or something
enough trouble it ith beings from
other worlds already .
ke, and his bubble Any it ay
headed sidekuk itin into mine alien
medics is ho ate synthesi/ing a slimy
blue drug is au.I ’ is Inore powerful
than any human drug you can imagine.**
That sounds pretty far out. Unfortunately. if you’re human, it just
tastes had. To the aliens, though, it’s
sort of a cross between cocaine. PCP
and Nirvana. The newcomer cop
gets sets upset about this and sets
out to destroy the drugs. which
seems terrible is aste
The film is a Holly wood morality
play about racial pi emdice. a moral
which is drisen home with all the
subtlety of a sledgehammer blow.

Sykes and George, policemen from different nurittis, team up to solve a
murder.
far we .0e nom treating other humans from dm planet with equality.
The problem, though, is that this
type of thing has been done hefore.
and if ,son’Te going to do 11 again
)nti.il better come up it Illt something 110.1 and appealing
"The Terminatoi . and ’Robocop* had lust the I’gilt blend of
. suspense and good writing ii
III,Ikt’
114:111
flit Ion classics
(Mod makeup
special effects just
Alen I enough.
Flieie is sers little urn ns new or
appealing dhow " \lien Nation. 1.11C
l’1:111,1.1t
Is
the
iriiit,rhls
weakest aspe,t oi the film \Virile
there aie ocyasional gliiiimeis of
Lower’s and es, ’lenient, the dialogne is, for the most part, stale and
liteless
S, teensy riter Rock ire S. 0’ Ban Hon is the grrrits part 0Hannon’s
it her sy.teell Credits He doesn’t
hay e
1110111211 Ile urn ii rite a hew
,1.1.,xles 01 the new "Twilight
io’w- and " 11111/111p Stories- for
I \ Interesting how neither of those
show s ale still on the aii
In Lorne,. there are some good
TherL’s nothing wrong w ith mak things Amin the iris ie Patinkin
ing scum,. hetion parallels to real play
sers likeable alien. though
world iiiiMleins Perhaps looking at his chat:R.1cl is ’mid he more realistic
the way sic would treat beings Rom iI he des eloped .onle ilther%Flrldly
other planets it ill help show us how 111,11111e1 1slis
andulinirl t Speak with
such .1 peilect I ’ii it,iii 1,111 accent.
inc mandato’ y t !lase scene is
set y esciting..ind there are a number ot ties ei little touches imade the
it lilt h add to the
nok,..omel
film. such as a Pepsi billboard written in the newcomer language.

The newcomer cop. played by
M and s Pat mkin I lingo Montoya in
I he Princess Bride") whines about
"this w’mderful green world.’’
is here We it,e0 people for what
they are and grs e them freedom
55 ithout asking .rlrs Oiling in return.
"Hut it SIrLI only knew hos’, tai you
come ’’,,111 living up to your ideals,’
he sas

The film is a
Hollywood morality
play about racial
prejudice, a moral
which is driven
home with all the
subtlety of a
sledgehammer
blow.
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whaes"malltilli
is hen she.. cut [hill
wateimelon
glued to the lop 01 het head.
Speak nine ui ii lirt h, the makeup
el leils ;lie slTllIS :me...nine. A
makeup artist has ’lone
good job
it hen the atidien,e simpls accepts
lie li,rr lel, 011 sileell as aliens,
athei than L ,nisiantly staling at them
Ii s Iii tigille out how the makeup
was applied Stan Wanston and his
team succeed perfectly . and his
:diens ri e sufficiently different without being reptilsise

’Mandy Patinkin and Janie, Caan star as police detectiles Sykes and
George.

ALPINE
ALARM

The envelope please

SONY SYSTEM

.

founded the Quarry Men in 1957.
Searching for a catchier name
(and trying for something like
Buddy Holly and the Crickets).
Lennon renamed the group the
Silver Beatles in 19W. By late
1960 "Silver" was dropped,
leaving simply Beatles.
2. Name the members of the
Beatles. (Bonus for including the
original drummer!) John Lennon,
Paul McCartney, George Harrison. Richard Starkey (Ringo
Starr). Bonus: Pete Best was the
original drummer.Also, Stuart
Sutcliffe was the bassist of the
Silver Beatles,
3. In what movie did John
begin wearing spectacles? I.encut his hair and began wearing WWI, army -issue, wire rimmed glasses for his role as Private Gripweed in Richard Letter’s "How I Won The War.’’
4. Name both of John’s sons.
John Charles Julian Lennon was
born tel Cynthia Lennon on April
8, 1963, and Sean Taro Ono Lennon was born to Yoko Ono on
Oct. 9, 1975.

5. Complete this phrase: "All
is.
saying,
we
are
peace
a
. . " . . .give
chance. 6. Give the Iasi line of the last
song of the last Beatles album.
The last recorded Beatles album
was Abbey Road and the last
song is appropriately named,
"The End.- The song ends with
"And in the end, the love you
take is equal to the love you

make."
Also found on Abbey Road is a

McCartney blurb unofficially titled "Her Majesty." the final line
of which is "Her majesty’s a pretty nice girl, someday I’m gonna’
make her mine."
Let It Be was the last released
album, and its final cut "Get
Back" ends with "Get back to
where you once belonged."
Ringo can also be heard joking
"I’d like to say thank you on behalf of the group and ourselves.
and I hope we passed the audition" as the track fades out.

Dance festival premieres Saturday
at San Jose’s Municipal Stadium
Bay area Mormon teenagers perform routines to popular music
By Sallie Mattison
Daily stall writer
Harry Tintsman gl e‘ new meaning to the cliche "Variety is the
spice of life.’’
Tintsman, who sells cinnamon,
garlic powder and other spices for
Spice Islands, is producing the
Dance Festis al variety show debuting Saturday night.
The event , sponsored by the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints, begins at 7:30 p.m. at the
San Jose Municipal Stadium on 10th
and Alma streets
The festival will feature MO to
700 teenagers who are all church
members, Tintsman said. Admission
is lice.
"I think this will be a great night’s
entertainment for college students,"
Tintsman said. "It’s near Spartan
stadium, and the price can’t he
heat."

This is the seventh dance festival
lie has produced.
"We do this once every four
years," Tintsman said. "Each year
we rotate. do a different activity for
the youth in the church."
Some of the dances highlighted
will be "Hip to be Square’. (a square
dance), ’Hukilau" (a hula), and
"Heard It Through the Grapevine"
(the soul -classic turned California
Raisin song).
"One dance will feature just the
girls dancing -- all 35(1 of ’em,"
Tintsman said.
Other numbers include "Bixigie
Woogie
Bugle
Boy,"
"Rock
Around The Clock," "It’s Still
Rock and Roll To Me." "Sleeping
Beauty Waltz.- "Jump." "Neutron
Dance," and "Heading for the Future."
"The kids are all excited."
Tintsman said. "All the dances will

be done in costume."
The finale will include fireworks,
he said.
"It’s going to be a spectacular
ending," he said. "Everyone will be
out on the field. There will also be a
special Polynesian fire dance from
our Tongan ward in the East Bay."
The teenagers have practiced for
three and a half months. Tintsman
said.
"For one or two evenings a week
they’ve been getting together," he
said. "This is a wonderful opportunity for the kids to get together and
socialize."
Tintsman acts as chorister in the
Cherry Glen ward of the church, and
is also president of their Sunday
School program. In addition to the
dance festivals he has staged,
Tintsman also put on nine pageants
at the Oakland temple involving
thousands of church members.

W/FREE SONY
SPEAKERS

HCC1060
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By Douglas Alger
Daily staff writer
Sgt. Pepper may have been 20
years ago, hut last week’s contest
proved that John Lennon and the
Beatles are far from forgotten.
Results from the Lennon trivia
qui/ are in. and congratulations
are in order for the following
SJSIl1 students:
Lynn O’Leary. business; Richard that, electrical engineering;
Paul Rebell,
graphic design;
Mike Calvello, undeclared: and
Richard Motroni. journalism.
’Mese students were picked in
the drawing after correctly answering all six of the Warner
Bros, contest questions.
Winners were allowed to
choose from movie posters.
soundtrack albums, and T-shirts
provided by Warner Bros. Shown
below are the answers to the contest. When more than one answer
was possible for a questions, all
were excepted.
I. Name the group John I.ennon founded that eventually became the Beatles. John Lennon
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ENTERTAINMENT
The Wash bridges cultures

Film made in San Jose hits home
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By Stacey DrSalvo
Daily staff writer
"The Wash.’ a drama about divorce in the "golden years of life,
is an honest, disarming and sometimes funny film that succeeds without drowning in pathos.
Filmed in San Jose’s Japantown,
the movie revolves around the marital breakup of an Asian -American
couple.
After 40 years of marriage, Masi
Matsumoto (played by Nobu Mc(’arthy) finds life unfulfilling with her
husband Nobu (played by Mako,
former Oscar nominee in "The Sand
Pebbles").
A crotchety man in his 60s, Nobu
is set in his ways. He hates the
blacks and Mexicans who have
moved into his lower-middle class
San Jose neighborhood. Worse, he
can’t relate to his daughter Judy
(Marion Yue). who is married to a
black man, or his mixed -race grandchild.
Nlako and Nohu McCarthy star in ’The Wash,’ filmed in San Jose’s JaHis wife, painfully aware of her pantown.
crumbling marriage, decides to separate from Nobu. She finds a more
The movie effectively addresses first screenplay. Although Uno and
understanding and responsive part- the j,iy s of love won and the sorrows Gotanda are both new to feature
ner in the recently widowed Sadao of love lost in the "golden years" of films, they succeed admirably, cre(Sab Shimono).
life. But the film is not entirely se- ating an Asian -American film with
Caught in between is Masi’s rious.
universal themes.
daughter Marsha (Patti Yasutake)
The musical score by composer
who, unlike her sister Judy, tries to
John Mon-is (twice an Oscar nomireconcile her parents’ differences.
nee) is beautiful and memorable.
Although Masi is separated from
If you want to catch a glimpse of
her husband, she still visits him
Japantown, don’t miss the beginning
thus
every week to do his laundry
of the film. That’s where the scenes
the film’s title.
of Japantown are concentrated.
Ultimately. Nobu himself must eiThe film premieres tonight at
ther change or face a life of loneCamera 3 at South Second and San
liness.
Carlos streets with a special recepWith such issues, a movie could
tion for the film’s artists. Uno will
slip into overwrought pathos. But di
attend along with Sen. Norman Min rector Michael Toshiyuki Uno (in
eta. The film begins its regular
first feature film) manages to as old
showing Friday.
this. He deals with his subject matter
in a careful, straightforward and
honest way.
All but one of the actors is Asian American. The major roles were asIt seems unthinkable today that a
sembled mostly from an earlier stage
major league baseball team could
production of "The Wash. One particularly funny scene in- conspire to throw the World Series.
Many ethnic actors find it difficult
to maintain careers in a movie indus- volves Masi’s futile attempt to ex- But it happened in 1919.
"Say it ain’t so. Joe." were the
to her daughter Marsha (who
plain
try reluctant to provide them with serious roles. This movie gives them has made a surprise morning visit to words that echoed through history
the opportunity to show their skills her mother’s home) why a strange when the infamous Black Sox Scanman (her new boyfriend. Sadao) is dal was mentioned.
with magnificent results.
Writer-director John Sayles takes
But "The Wash- depicts more there in his bathrobe. The scene is
than just the relationships in an amusingly ironic -- it’s usually his clue from that line spoken by a
Asian -American family. Uno didn’t grown children who have to explain small boy in fashioning "Eight Men
Out," a movie that is incisive,
he new lovers to their parents.
direct an Asian -American film
"The Wash- is Asian -American touching and instructive without apdirected an American film with
pearing to be a history lesson.
Gotanda’s
playwright
Philip
Kan
themes that transcend any culture.

’The Wash’
effectively
addresses the joys
of love won and the
sorrows of love
lost in the ’golden
years’ of life. But
the film is not
entirely serious.

Sox scandal

Graduate’s musical production
benefits SJSU, local charities
By I.isa Hannon
Daily staff writer
The national tour of "Die.,
girls," a highly successful Bioad
way musical produced by an SJS1.graduate. is at the San Jose Center ot
Performing Arts this week.
Executive Producer Henry Schiro
is a 1956 business graduate of SJSU
He brought "Dreanigirls" to the
area from Tuesday until Sunday.
Proceeds from the closing perfor
mance on Sunday will go to the
SJSU Alumni Association and the
Spartan Foundation.
The other performances were
fundraisers for different organizations. Tuesday night was for Sickle Cell Anemia and Wednesday night
was for the San Jose Children’s Mu
sical Theater. They benefited Iron]
the ticket sales of Dreanigil Is "
"It’s an easy type of fuiidraisei.
Schiro said. "It’s a good v.:a) to help
a group."
"Dreaingirls" is the winner of si
Tony Awards and two
Awards. It chronicles the stoi.
three girls known as the "Di
cues." They are trying to get 1011
the rhythm-and-blues charts and
onto the Pop charts. They end up as
the superstars known as the "Su
premes."
The national touring compan
stars Lynette DuPre as Effie White.
Dedra Williams as Deena Jones and
Vitoria Jones as Lorre!! Robinson
So far crowds have been Ix
according to Schiro, but he is
pecting the people to thin out be
cause of the World Series.
"It’s very difficult right now be
cause we’re fighting
called the World Series." he sali I
’les like dynamite and there is flop,
ing I can do about it. l’in fighting
baseball.’
Despite the time conflict. Schiro
is expecting attendance to increase
on Friday and Saturday night.
"It was a win -win situation," said
Tony McDonnell of the Spartan
Foundation. "People get to see
’Dreamgirls’ and the proceeds will
go to SJSU.’
McDonnell said $5 from each
ticket sold for the Sunday night pet
formance will be donated to the Iv, o
groups. They will pool the mime
together and use it for their annual
auction. He said it would nrobahts

How to run your
own show

it’s an easy type of
fundraiser. It’s a
good way to help a
group.’

a door-prize, donated by the
Fairmont Hotel, will be awarded
alter the final show.
The prize will include limo.)
weekend accomodations tor two. It’s
a one bedroom and a cover -charge at
Club Regent, the Fairmont’s dinnei
dance club.

Henry Schiro,
SJSU graduate

Michael Gray, director of sales at
thiei:layir.:nont.
nun
said the prim was donated to "bring us closer to the c

be spC HI 1,,I de,01.111fills or securing
a door pi lie.
In addition to benefitting
the general public could also bench
from attending the show. On Sunda

He said the Fairmont has the repu
tation of being out of touch with the
community and wants to he known
r, a new part of the community that
-helping out".

OLO CAM BA
ITA

Internationally acclaimed
band from El Salvador.
Performerd the soundtrack
for Oliver Stone’s film
"Salvador" and soon to
be released Raul Julia
film, "Romero".
Thursday, October 20
at noon - SU Amphitheatre
Sponsored by Supro.
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Located in Student Union Cafeteria

Pre - Order Your Deli Sandwiches
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bag of chips with any Pre-Order
whole Deli Sandwich
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The American Express’ Eard can plas a starring role
virtual’s answfwre vou shop, from ThIsa to Thailand
Whether ’once !saving a TS or a T-shirt So during college
and after, Its the perfect was to pas for lust about
eventing you’ll want
How to get the Card now.
Collme is the first sign of SULITSS And because we believe
01 sour potential. we’ve made it easier to get the American
Express Card right now Whether von re a freshman, 11110f
or grad student, look Imo our new automatic approval
offers For details pick up an application on campus Or
call I .800-111E -CARD and ask for a student application
The American Express Card
Don’t Leave School Without IC"

(Otter expires 10/21/88)

3 - foot Sandwich with Pre-Order
Entry in Weekly Drawing

3,4,5 foot Sandwiches for Tailgate
and Special Occasions
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All Pre-Orders must be submitted at least 1/2 hour in advance.
Tailgate Sandwich orders must be submitted at least 24 hours in advance.
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Drama student’s production compares America with Nazi Germany
stst

student Ramon Sanchez is
is hat might happen to this

Ii

sans lie,.
a senior majoring in
ails. is producing a play
I he Rise and Fall of the
I hit., Right "
I is iotc this play because of
ii,
titIii’ teats I had about the
Samliez said. "Instead of
.
like Jour Baez or Jane Fonda
esei sone, I make it
black comedy, cornof Nazi Germany
i he it
,
iii es! States. Sanchez said.
I
i he It:A.9m the Nazis came to
het ause people believed in
..1
.
said.
he, said that the Nazis in.
ui ts people that they were the
,. i,, 1.1s e. putting down other
more than emphasitring the
,1, if the .14:titian%
iI.stip

sce a lilt ol that in our ’tosaid
Ii,. play lakes l.ts e Ii the tictiI; America.
;runny ot
ijuii.il I/i’ till
,ohr, iii..

itS

people’s Is lings oi nationalism.
Sanchet said
Playing the role of Col. Olivier is
Geoff Nixon. Nixon, a senior majoring in art, recently appeared as Algernon Moncnett in the "The Importance of Being Earnest." The
University Theatre production ran
last month
Nixon said he is optimistic about
the production, citing the good writing and quality acting.
"I feel it’s a strong script," Nixon
said. "Of course with any play, the
actors are what do it
The main difference between University Theatre and a student production, according to Nixon. is the publicity and the play ’s venue. The
publicity is handled exclusisely
through the people insolsed in the
play, instead of though the theatre
arts department.
Also, the play. will not he shown
in the llniversay Theatre. ’’The
Third Right" is ill show in the studio
theatei in Hugh Gillis Hall.
The University ’theatre is currently preparing MI the production
of West Side Stir, \
and has no
Ernie ui ttptICe a tilL it accommt,
date I he Thud 1;,,h,

Nixon said safety for the students
may be the logic of Bob Jenkins, directorof theatre arts, but said it could
something more
"There’s a lot of interdepartmental politics, it’s real touchy." Nixon
said. "He (Jenkins) wants to take
chances, but he doesn’t want to take
big chances."
Jenkins disagreed, pointing out
that the studio theatre is very "wellequipped," and there is no loss of
performing space.
"Why would you want a small
student production to be swallowed
up in the size of the University
Theatre’?" Jenkins said.
The studio "is a space that allows
for a little more experientation."
according to theatre arts professor
David Kahn.
Sanchez agreed that the studio
theater would be more beneficial.
The University Theatre would be too
big for the small crowd expected, he
said.
Jenkins said student productions
at SJSU are "common, but erratic."
"Right now, they’re 10-12 pieces
in the works," Jenkins said.

being produced,’’ said 1)av id Kahn,
a professor of theatre arts who advised Sanchez.
Nixon said he believes the topic of
government domination, even in
jest, is worthy of a play.

’Hell yes. it’s a topic Jello Bialta
has been addressing for the past 10
years,’’ Nixon said. "It’s going to
be very funny. but very, very serious. It’s an upsetting subject...
**III’S MOM funny than serious.’’

$1.00 OFF $1.00 OFF

nored
A federal mediator brought both
sides to the bargaining tables ;it 6:10
p.m.. but by 10:30 p in negotiations
ended is rib no new talks s..heduled.
said Steinberg.
Bush was not available for comment la;e uesda He did not immerharcli return a .;,essage left at his
home.
Pickets will go up this week at a
number of locations, including the
Reno, Nev.. filming of the new Clint
Eastwood movie "Pink Cadillac"’

For your ticket to top fantasy, science fiction and hot
adventure Redeem this coupon at:
RED PLANET
116 El Paso Shopping Ctr,
San Jose, CA
(408) 378-6844

"It’s great that new plays are

WORLD OF FANTASY
983 So. Bascom
San Jose, CA
(408) 279-0451

and at other sites outside Los Angeles. Teamsters officials said.
The producers said they were prepared for the intensified picketing.
"All of the people have been
alerted," said Steinberg. "The security has been alerted."
Bush, frustrated over a lack of
progress in negotiations, said that he
was telephoning various Hollywood
studio chiefs to tell them that the
producers were being obstinate, and
to try to rally some support to his
side.

JOHN’S COMIC
CONNECTION
312 Town & Country Mall
Sunnyvale, CA
(408) 739-4927
r

Writers’ strike beneficial for some
BURBANK (API -- Mn k le Post,
who plays prosecutor Christine Sullivan on NBC’s Night Court"
comedy series, says she would like
to do more movies, and the recent
scriptwriter’s strike helped.
"I’m locked into a sewn year
contract on ’Night Court,’ so it’s important I do a kit of film work during
my time off," she said during a recent interview.

During the five-month writers.
strike, she completed made-for-television movies "Glitz" with Jimmy
Smits for NBC and "Tricks of the
Trade" with Cindy Williams for
CBS.
"Glitz," which will be broadcast
Friday, is about a showgirl and detective who team to solve a murder.
"Tricks of the Trade" is described
as a comedy about prostitutes.

$1.00 OFF

Marvel paperbacks & graphic novels

iollywood Teamsters strike continues
NegotiaI IS I .1I’t
I I Pis \
its tenses ii striking Holt yyoud
and ptoduceis resumed
;ells is ah high hopes_ only to tall
It It
hours later, and prod titers
ti Ilit Mole talks are iii sight.
sanre back together hoping
oniethilig would happen. but nothillt2 happened. Herb Steinberg. a
thance of Moto,
I xi Pis.tine and I ties ’,ion Prtxhic1 said Tuesdas night
lilt’ iestimpti.11 ot talks in the
tlind iseek ot the strike h), 2.200
liners and 1.000 eh:cult:1,ms and ta%Ur borets had come as .1
1,1 Se flit officials at I eamsters Local
rorr
Fill bet iii he titt \ . is 11 bus load of
I eamsters set unit to picket film and
tele\ ’,ion lot ations throughout the
%%est. till icials e y pressed disappointment that marathon talks over the
,reckend had produces! no results.
We’ie in a hell oi
turmoil at
the moment." said Earl Bush. secretary -treasurer of Teamstei s I .tic -al
tilt). "We made some otters that the
1itoduuteis ilhrluler yompletely ig-

Sanchez said. "(.’imiedy is attractive."
The play will be No% . 2 and .1 at
12:30 at the studio theatre in Hugh
Gillis Hall The prriduction is free to
students and the priblis

Date
Name
College/UnlversIty

MARVIL
CONKS
TM & 0 1988 Marvel EntertatrutIrT, Gro.,Jp.
Lem

All rights reserved

$1.00 OFF
Age

STORE USE ONLY
Total purchase
Store Name
Address
Retailer: Return completed coupon to Marvel Comics Direct
Sales. 387 Park Ave. S. New York, NY 10016, for credit.
(Limit one coupon per customer. Offer ends Dec. 31, 1988)

"THIS IS WHOOPI GOLDBERG’S
BEST WORK SINCE ’THE COLOR PURPLE:
HER TALENT AND ACTING SKILLS
POUR FORTH:’
Richmond Shepard. WNEW AM RADIO )N.Y

"Whoopi Goldberg gives a performance of such wisdom
and tenderness that she reaches new heights as
a dramatic actress of substance and
strength...‘Clara’s Heart’ has
certainly captured mine."
--Rex Reed. AT THE MOVIES

"Whoopi Goldberg’s best
dramatic performance
to date."
Judith Crist

"Northern Californians are
finding out that car insurance is
no problem at Public:’
Randy Cross

"Wonderful teamwork.
Whoopi Goldberg
is impressive.
Neil Patrick Harris
makes a smashing
debut."
Guy Flatley,COSMOPOLITAN

On The Road For -Public Insurance

Tickets, an accident, no prior insurance.. It’s No Problem!
Public offers low rates, payments spread over 12 months and
you can charge your first payment.

Whoopi Goldberg

Clara’s Heart

1-800-345-1995
CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE

PUBLIC INSURIINCS
IT’S NO PROBLEM

Use Your

ao EI ma,

Credit Card

Aim

WARNER BROS. Presents
MTM ENTERTAINMENT Proliction WHOOPI GOLDBERG "CLARA’S HEART" MICHAEL ONTKEAN
KATHLEEN QUINLAN SPALDING GRAY BEVERLY TODD andtnnrtVttIng N Ell, PATRICK HARRIS
Music Ay DAVE GRUSIN Etteculive Peoduter MARIANNE MOLONEY s.,,,,psis by MARK MEDOFF
th. now’ by JOSEPH OLSH AN Petmluted hs MARTIN ELFAND Duetted h, ROBERT MULLIGAN
Bred
00(

PZI2treITISTIIIIIILYCAUTNNIN
1110YmproprlNtwaiiiimembe

if ’

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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Student officer horses around
Mounted Unit
gives city
new image
Ruben Chavez is an administration of justice major at SJSU
and a full-time police officer. But
his job with the police department
breaks away from the usual.
He performs his duties on
horseback.
Like in the old West, a division
of the San Jose Police Department keeps the peace by riding
horses. The idea originated with
Mayor Tom McEnery as a way to
boost the image of downtown San
Jose during its renovation.
In 1986, the unit was formed
through $60,000 in private donations. The department’s Mounted
Unit now has 15 officers on
horseback.
Chavez’ day begins at 10 a.m.
when he arrives at the stables to
prepare Handsome, his horse.
The process of cleaning, brushing
and exercising the animal takes
about an hour.
After the horse is ready, Chavez meets with fellow officers for
30 minutes of briefing. He then
drives to his beat, towing Handsome in a truck.
"I wanted to be a police officer
since high school," Chavez says.
"However. I like working with
horses because you’re more involved with the public.
"That’s the reason why they
have the horses, it’s a public relations tool. So in this position, you
have to want to deal a lot more
with the public in addition to your
normal responsibilities."
Chavez says it’s hard to get
into the unit. A four-week training academy teaches officers how
to work with the horses.
The animals learn to hunt in
fields and run through obstacle
courses, gates and bridges. After
that, the horses are periodically
trained.
"It’s easier
to
approach
people when
you’re on the
horse and it’s a
crime
deterrent," Chavez
says, citing the
main reasons
the police department uses horses.
But his duties are no different
from those of an officer in a car.
If people break the law. Chavez
cites them.
Chavez has worked for the police department since 1981 and
with the Mounted Unit since
1986. The Mounted Unit requires
much more time because officers
must spend personal time with
their horses.
Chavez attends school parttime. But with a 2 I/2 -year-old
girl and a two-week-old baby, his
schedule is still hectic.
Being a police officer can add
problems to a family, but Chavez
has a secret for success.
"It’s true that officers divorce
often," Chavez says. "There are
two officers in the unit who are
getting a divorce. But my job
doesn’t affect my home life be -

Officer Ruben Chavez attends classes for a degree in administration and justice.

Chavez shares a moment with his horse, Handsome

San Jose Mounted Police Officer Ruben Chavez cites an illegally parked car while his horse, Duster, looks on. Chavez writes at least five tickets a day
cause it’s structured around religion."
Officer Dave Santiago says
Chavez sometimes preaches from
the Bible.
"He goes to church every Sunday, but I haven’t heard from him
lately." Santiago says, joking. "I
hope he hasn’t given up on us."
Chavez has many entertaining
stories to tell about working with

horses. Once when he cited two
transients for drinking alcohol in
public. Handsome grabbed their
bottle and drank from it. He
didn’t cite the animal, however.
Although he now has an injured leg. Handsome has escaped
from the stables several times and
managed to free other horses.
Chavez says horses are just like
children
they get into trouble
constantly.

Text by
Lorraine Morgan
Photos by
Greg Walton

Chavez rides his horse to work downtown

Chavez stops to question two of San Jose’s homeless residents who are waiting for the Mission to open for dinner
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Drug approval timeline cut

Reminiscent of the Gong Show

AIDS victims should benefit from faster FDA approvals
Al.
I lie
ASHING It N
Iood
and Drug Administration
Wednesday atatiounied nest drug ap’,local procedures to speed developownt it treatments liar life -threatelallig diseases like AIDS.
Ira essense. the nest regulation
would !CAC A mechanism fin the
I -I )A to %%ink is ith drug companies
in the ear hest stages of a drug’s de
selopment to reline prehnimar tests
anantals and humans to get the
most useful data in the shortest pus

I lii i
i lii
being published
thug ,leclII14-,‘ ht,nii ’cloIc thi
have am, icalistn. assessment
iti the heileial RC....islCt as an
whethei the ding it all eentuall pan team) till:
is MI a 60-day public
out and thus enable them to ICils
mi pc it
meaning it is et re!:
their resealu h ins call leant
tive immediately
Young said repeatedly that he did
FDA f’oninrissionei I lank
trot v\illit 10 "oerpromise the like
Young ackinisslcdpcil at a nest till
ference that the ic \ ascii procedures lilamd ad dramatic changes in cal is
would show results only it ’,mate development of drugs for AIDS,
pharmaccuncal cimipanies lake ad cancer and other life -threatening disvantage of lien opportunities to get easesIN :
etheless. he defended the
the MA truth id in exile! stages ot
agem \ ,tgainst charges by All)S ac drug development.
sable lone.
The word
unaa
is scaneted Iii ists that the new regulations are
While that clearly could shorten throughout the proposal establish
polio \ alit mon :riled to help the
the apron:al time for drugs that sub irig Lie:ilk Thai ii leAle
campaign ol Vice President George
,equentiv prove to be sale :int’ elle.- tot drug companies radio than te Bush
%s lit’. IIA headed the Reagan
Ilse. in Irat NI cases it would require a quirements in the drug approval 111,1 administration’s ellin’t on easing regfinancial commitment from cess
ulat,,, a aed tape at the Ft ).

Escapee back in jail after 14 years
\Pi
escaped
hom iiasoaa m
at hoe on week
coil furlough and as is arrested It
sears late! as a popular Soutlwin
Calitimira businessman and part
tame au-tn! Ita hoer’ returned to Ate,
sachusetts
1.,i, t in
ohm lienibury .
ite irish iii Vv’filpol, 11 I1,,
\ paessing surprise at his luck in
.as online detetion dining Ins year,
Jit the inn
Bernina s at as sentenced to lite III
\\ \I 1111 I

is

ia Ili

!WIC

.

\I

1971

Ale, hCing

filed
second-degree murder in
the death it Ins golf riend’s mother
lialus c said he shot the woman .attei
she told Imo he could mi longer ’we
,as I I cal old gulhiend
liciaahui said fie fled on his fifth
eekend lurlough in I974 on a bus
Washington, D.C.
"1 r en rember when I sass the state
sit ii. outsicle one day . I said I am
, ,ma!
conic hack it I can help

’A life could be
bought for two
packs of cigarettes’
Aurthur Bembury,
convicted murderer
II.
tic I
a lIed
I a% .i iiiTo Het
itv.,,t hi ia he s) slew It sirsiar
site Hwy didn’t Icor: control of the
system. and a late could he bought
hit l\si, packs ro ,:igatettes.He was regaided :Is model citi/CB during has se\ ond lite an Southern California.it kik.’ he sips known
as Doug Heriare. a successful real
estate broker m Marina del Rey . a
fashionable I ais ,Nneeles suburb. and
a part-time actor as ho had hnt part
in the recent Intik at
Friends said It,

less a aalamteei xlio helped troubled
young stets
He escaped detection despite
being fingerprinted se% CI at times. in
eluding an arrest on rape charges.
which %s ere dismissed
1)5 el the ) ills. lienthltry mai% ed
into the administration of the Amen
can Youth Foundation, a treatment
center for abused and neglected children, opened another group Iaome.
earned a college degree and pursued
his uarreel
Despite thinking that his secret
%wadi] be revealed. Bembui didn’t
tell anyone, including the woman he
lived with for more than a decade
and the three children he had ssrtla
her.
( us \ lachael Dukakis, the Dem
oci.itic candidate for president who
was laft gos ernor at the time of Hem bur ’s escape. signed the extradition
order Sept. 6. It was approved by
California Gov. George Deukmejian
’
,,
later.
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San Jose State Football
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Poor Americans generous to charities
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SPARTAN PRIDE

CATCH IT!

Watch
ALUMNI
your team go for its third
CONFERENCE TITLE

SPARTANS VS. UTAH STATE AGGIES
SATURDAY 1:30 pm, OCTOBER 22, 1988
SPARTAN STADIUM
CALL: 924 -FANS OR ANY BASS TICKET OUTLET

Are you big enough for an Elephant?
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Reagan calls Dukakis liberal
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API
Pre’,
ident Reagan said Wednesday that
Americans will put George Bush in
the White House because he’s running against a Democratic ticket
whose liberal positions "only a McGovern could love."
In a speech prepared for deliverj,
at Ohio State University. Reagan
said the Democratic ticket of Michael Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen
would pursue policies detrimental to
economic growth and the nation’s
defense.
Using the word "liberal" 15
times in a speech planned for 15
minutes, the president also lashed
out at Sen. Howard Metzenbaum. 1)Ohio, as a big spender, and urged his
defeat by Republican challenger
George Voinovich, mayor of Cleveland.
"When it comes to big spending,

dinner in Voinovich’s honor.
Reagan returned to the same state
with its 23 electoral votes
where he took an old-fashioned
whistlestop tour through towns and
countryside on the "Heartland Spe
cial" during his 1984 re-election
campaign.
Without naming Dukakis. Reagan
likened the Democratic standardbearer to liberal former Sen. George
McGovern, 1)-S.D., who lost to
President Nixon by a landslide in
1972.
"My friends, everything that you
and I and George Bush have worked
for these last eight years - everything
could be lost faster than you
can say the Pledge of Allegiance."
he said. "The liberals talk about
reaching for the center but, from the
economy to national defense,
they’ve taken positions only a McGovern could love."

’Everything could be lost faster
than you can say
the Pledge of
Allegiance.’
- Ronald Reagan
the National Taxpayers Union has
given him their ’Big Spenders’
award," Reagan said of Metzenbaum. who has vigorously opposed
many administration policies.
From Columbus, Reagan heads to
Bowling Green for another rally for
the Bush -Quayle ticket and then to
Cincinnati to address a fund-raising
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Military helicopters to fight drug war
SAN YSIDRO (AP) ---California
National Guard officials outlined a
proposal Tuesday to use military helicopters to find and track airborne
drug smugglers entering the state
from Mexico.
The plan calls for construction of
an armory and helicopter maintenance facility at Brown Field, a San
Diego City -owned airstrip less than
one mile north of the border, where
34 aircraft would be based, said Col.
Ronald A. Kludt, chief of emergency plans and operations for the
Guard.
Arrests would be made by civilian

agencies such as the U.S. Customs
Service, however, because federal
statutes limit military involvement in
civilian law enforcement.
The Guard units would be unarmed, and would not be deployed to
track illegal aliens on the ground,
Kludt told the state Senate Select
Committee on Border Issues, Drug
Trafficking and Contraband.
"We will not be armed and would
have no direct contact with offenders," said Brig. Gen. Daniel L.
Brennan. an assistant adjutant general for the Guard.
"Law enforcement has the capa-

bility and the means to make the seizures and the arrests. We have the
capability to support law enforcement’s role."
If the plan is approved by the U.S.
Department of Defense, state
guardsmen would deploy 34 helicopters, including 18 Apache AH64A attack aircraft and four UH-60
Black Hawk helicopters.

Snaky

ANNOUNCEMENTS

,

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE" We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark FO.
Ice. (408)943-9190 for a no obligation quote
PUT

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR. Register your resume now
with the professional career program Call (409) 243-4070 for detelts

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PI AN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see AS office or
call (406)371-6811

MAC

PLUS. IMAGEWRITER. ROD!.
ME2OHD. radios ’P,. & software.
$3.000 (wid298-8101,.t310

HELP WANTED

Call

APPOINTMENT SETTING. part time
Flexible
hours,
possible
5200 wkly or more based on sales
performance Excellent working
conditions, good communication
skill. must Call 260-0454
WE BORED with studying’’,
Maybe a lob on the side might
help PIZZA A GO GO Is accepting
applications for Pt cooks, coon.
terhelp & drivers Must be fun
responsible Drivers must be 16.
own car, insurance. clean WV
$7 to 511hr Apply et 135 W Santa
Clare St
ATTN MARKETING & PR MAJORS. 1
wit In ell exp... pd $300 &
good rat must write well Must
have cap w comp, must be away.
going, hard working Call Craig or
Kali at (415)644-3837
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT

OPERA.

TORS needed on graveyd shift
and weekend shift (28-40 hr work
week) Requires 1.3 yrs moch or
rellec assembly caper *quite ed In
the sciences or computer prog
Must be U S citizen We offer
Call
100%
education
reimb
415 493-1800, 5445, VARIAN
BOTANICAL

MAINTENANCE

intent

Person) immediate opening, contact Student Union Director* Office
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABI F.
$5 to $8 hr PT FT positions
Northern California Nannies, 175
San Antonio Rd. ins Altos. Ca
94022 (415) 949-2933. (415) 919
2933
COMPUTER SALES POSITION PC &
MAC experience helpful Call 2979379 ask for Jeff
staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential tacill.
ties for young edging & adolescents with einem & related disabilities Full lime & part time
positions avellobie Sterling 56$6 25 hr Call 4.411-3953
DON’T MISS this OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE the Associated Students of SAN JOSE STATE UNE
VIERSITY

Your Mud.’ govern

3 evening fundraising posltions avellable There is no sell-

ing required, We are looking for
motivated individuals who want
to make a difference In peoples
lives We offer full or part time positions Enremely flexible sched-

OPPORTUNITIES

Apply at MARIE CAL ENDER 1.
2831 Meridian Ave

telemorketers, we have 7 openings In our advertising sales de-

Hotel, 2700 Mission College. 988-1500. x6549
EMPLOYMENT

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS, International businesses

of economic, business, scientific.
and political conditions In home
country for consulting asela
lance For information send resome to RCS International, 700 SI
Mary’s Place. Suite 1400, San An.

IDEAL HOURS
Make

up

SEASONAL

& yea
round positions available now
Salary Lffeguerds 55 50-5640 hr
Pool Managers $7 00-58 GO hr
Call 942-2470

MORNING JOB. Work part time as
aide for disabled person, $650 hr
WILL TRAIN, call 356-2716
&SNEED CASH, $500 51.000 stuffing
envelopes, GUARANTEED. Rush
stamped addressed envelope to
Mail-Co
Box
land Or 97202

#0287850

Port-

PART TIME work In the MOM PAVIL

’ON Salts,
hours.

call

home decor Flexible
Merle at 993-1133

STUDENTS WANTED
PT SALES

enced or not. we have Is. perfect
pob to lit into your busy Meaty.
For
immediate
consideration.
give us a call al 286-8832 FOE
TEL EMARKETING POLITICAL WORK’
Work for social change November ’ 884 BEYOND!. Perm pert
time positions, $861
comm
Near campus Call CAMPAIGN
CALIFORNIA at 288-8113 FOE

HOUSING

GUARANTEED 56 hr
511 hr plus BO.

RUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone from our San Jo. office Mon-Fri 5 30-9 00 PM Sat 0
1PM Call Durk. at 984-0402

LIFEGUARDS

pertinent. with a salary of $9 iff
plus bonuses’ it you are experi-

MKTG

Asst

Pass out
samples of Chucolaffe chip cookies, launching promo on Oct
7151 Seek outgoing. Independent
people with good interpersonal
skills Must have own transport
Call A C C (415)337-6150

PT SA1 ES MKTG ASST Quaker Oats
is launching nationwide promotion Seek independent, outgoing.
people Groot for mktg sales majors Most have own transport
Call Angie, A CC,(415) 1378150
SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and pert time poet.
Ilona all shifts No deperierk
needed We train Apply MonFri
8 AM-5PM. 260 meridian Ave . San
Jose

SECUIUTTRECEPTION, $1-87 hr No
experience necessary. NH 9 pert
time We are looking for outgoing,
social people to work at high tech
companies in Silicon Valley All
shifts swell We offer medical den
tel Ins, weekly pity, non-unlform
blazer uniform poeitions, trace.
110.1 pey, rag increases, credft
union & invited.te permanent
plocement Apply between Illam.
Sprn Mon-Fri at VANGUARD. 3212
Scoff Bred, Santa Clara (between
San Toms. & Olcott)
SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEt needed Flegible hours to fit
wIth your Khoo’ schedule, will
train If interested, please call

Karen at CATERING BY COAST,
(4011) 730-0500

Also, positions are available on
over 40 committees Including
Public Relations, SUBOD. Judi-

TELEMARKETING. AppotnIment set
ling Part lime, $200WK POSSI.
INF. DAIL V CASH Walking Ms

ciary. Graduate Studies A Childcare Call A S Personnel kid. Cl

lance from campus Afternoon
evening shills evallsbN Good

WANTED to share 4
bed 313th house With? Or., wash-

er dryer, dishwasher, & fireplace
All furnished except yr room
Fem, nonsenkyno pets $380
ull Willow Glen, 446-5029 SUE
ROOM 4 RENT in Santa Clara house.
pot entry, 5350. Incl utll, house
who, gut. nhood. 984-3353

PERSONALS
NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 308 @ 00 PM. Campus Christian
Center 10th & San Carlo* For
more Into shout other ectivities

call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan 51 299-0201
ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC-Unwanted

hair removed permen.ffy Confident!. by appointment only. 247.
7486, 335 5 Bsywood Ana, San
Jo.
EXAM FILES inn Professors throughout the USA Exam problems
1108 professors own detailed solo.
non. Available for 8 Engineering
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52116112 ’VW ’THAT
NICE ,SWAP( NEW CAR
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WNW Fog 16111/0,
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Hair Disappears
With My Care’ Gwen Cheigren.
RE,559-1500. 1645 S Bascom
Ave AC "Hair Today Gone To-

Classified

BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL
MASSAGE, Using verlaffy of Itterepeutic techniques to bring
about vitality and spirit Specializing in chronk pain, stress, and
dysfunction Sliding

DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tolloring for men, casual and for
mai weer Willow Glen area Call
Mena at 444-5494
REPROOFREADING
EDITING
SEARCH quality work ReasonsDie fees Call Dee et 292-7029
Professional

HAIR

the only permanent
method Ask about the special
discount for FALL Complimentary consolation by appointment

sailing, thee the great bonier reef.
Travel and party wIth the worlds
friendliest p.p. You can even
visit Tahiti or Hewaii on the may
bans. Its summer Mere durtng our
winter break so call AUSTRALIA’

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT’ Academic

Groat Tripe. Super

word processing our specialty
Guaranteed
qualify
accuracy
Frea disk storage proofing Reasoneble rates

4504
EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers. Research Protects. and
Resumes Help wIth gremmer,

We re tastdepen

punctuation, sentence structure
on negu.t (APA, Turablan. eta)
Former English major with 16 yrs

debts. grarnmer-experienced Col,
lege grads, so call us with ppers.
reports. theses lasp Science).
etc st 251-0449
ACADEMIC it PROF F SSIONAI desk
top publishing
word process
utilizing IBM hardware.HP Serie.

paces.

TYPING

Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar .1.511 Thanks
ASALWAYS
AAA
ACCURACY
SURED Professkinel Word ProThesis,
papers.
recessing
Desktop
Publishing
tomes

provides a wide vartety of music
for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 270-6960 or 922-7159

capabilities
and

La.r.Word Perlect 4 2 & Weak

South

Serving
San

Maker Papers.thesis.resumes. re
ports & group projects welcome
Re. rates. 7 min frm campus nr
280 680 To ensure yr papal ’s
completion on schedule reserve
yr time early PJ-923-7309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
Irensciption Experiencal 1110510

Willow Glen area
experience
Phone Mrs Morton at 266-9448

papers, theses, resumes. letters
No charge minor editing Rates by
page, hour Or lob Former legal

Evergreen,
Minutes

Low Price’

pers. theses, reports of all kinds
STUDENT netes tor undergreds

a.let.ce

A At SECRETARY wIth computer
Claw to school Anne:ie night
and day Rush lobe are my ep.1-

subtracts Gala.Med writers Resumes Re-writing Catalog Berkeley (415) 641.
5036

*Iffy Call Pam

at (406)225-5025.

14056229-9009

(leave message)
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for

.punctuation,grarnmer
.514
lance AO work guerentreed For
that profession.quick & dependable worry -free .rvice at its best.
call PAM at 247-2681 (Santa Clore)

WORD
PROCESSING.,
Theses, Reports, t etters No time
In type your paper, Call MARY
ANN al ANN s. 741 5490,Senia
Clara
TYPING SERVICE

AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FAC.
UL TY RATES.

R.60.1,1.

rates

Free disk storage Free
pick-up and delivery Cali 7708936

your

reports. resurnekletters. group
propects.enanuns.thes.. etc Lat.
ter quality. All formats plus APA
Free disk stores. SPELCHEK

The Perfect Paper
plc% up and OPIIV

ANN’ s

A

248

word
acedernic.businesalegal
processing needs Term papers,

cry available Call 14081 766-2681
SAM -9P61

Avail.* cloy, eves. weekends by
spot Call Anne 51 972-4992

SERVICES

Call

pers,group prop.ts, theses, resumes. letters. etc APA. ML A, Tu.
ridden formats 0.1 qua! (25
yrs era ) Cell Roe (408)774-3684

secretary Write Type-972-9430
AMY FOR

Santa Clore

F VERGRFEN
WORDPROCESSING
and typing services On-campus
pickup del I alter gust Tenn pa-

By appt Chrystal at 9738461

THE TYPING rums Graduate and
undergrad Resumes, term pa

reason.
Ole rates. SJSU DISCOUNTS
Content Doug at (406) 262-7377,
Monday through Friday 3-9994,

jackets Quality work at

around
5825

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term

Jose

*Alb When ovewheimed by reports to
in typed. RELAX AND LEAVE

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term papers, manuscripts, screenplays
resumes. repetitive letters. transcription Free SPEL CHFK. copy
edit disc storage Quick turn-

typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

from SJSU Cali Maureen (408)
227-9410 %ern to lepen

T-SHIRTS for fraternitiee. sororities.
clubs, buelness Custom screen
printing on shirts, sweets, and

Academic thesis
Ghostwriting All

proncts. resumes. etc All for.
mats Including APA All work
guaranteed Quick return Alma
den Branhern area Phone 2.-

lng end guarantee copy Call
Pamela at (408)946-3867 to reserve your time now

AAAA-ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABILITY. ACKNOWL EOGEABLE In typing that’s tops
Trust TONY. 296.2087 Thanks
St 50 per pege double spaced

Check WroIngCeithing. ’Mans
tecturer’ Hanover GSL’S V. likable Member Privlieges Cat
947.7273 or drop by our office at
tifh and San Salvador
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS

RESEARCH

service
CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional word processing
Laser printer, cassette transcripHon These.. terrn papers, group

available: Europe next summer,

Your student Credit
Union -benefits include Tutlion.
Books-Computer Loans. Corn’Free
pefftive Savings Rates

WRITING,

word-processing

NEW ZEALAND! Gob
your attention. mate, Now Zealand company has openinos tot a
Inv edventuroue Americana on
Its -under 10- tours of Australia &
New Zealand Whiteman rafting,

NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER
TOURS, (415) 948-2160, and ask
about the Contiki speclais Also

removal,

PAPER EVERY TIME.

Professional

services with Student dISCOuntS
avalleble Offer test turnaround,
pickup 6 delivery, grammar edit,

AUSTRALIA,

fee scale for Me handicapped
Strictiy nonsesuN Call 371-1433
or 395-3580

ELECTROLYSIS’

A BEAUTIFU1

TRAVEL

movement

GO WITH THE BEST, Take advents.
or Our expertise Top secretarlid

or all your WORD pro

massing needs Graphics. letters
reports, manuscripts, resumes,
term papers, theses Edning
grammar &

evert checking

253-WORK
INFORMATION

LIKE MAGIC Word
processing, editIng. reseerch,
stones. on-line .arching, Whir
graphicly MACS reference Librar-

ian with MLS Cell (406)732-7192
PAGEWISE

WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Have Ma- In Eng
lish, 5 yrs cop end* haunting obsession with doing It right, FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY

Students, faculty. writers, bust
mess profit) Expd with ESL writ
ors Edit rewrtte too
wieet (408)732-4645

G. Peg.

AAAAAA HMV I’m beck again’ Thts
tear, call a typist who Is emperl
fenced In ALL formats includinq
APA(NURSING

DEPT )

WORD

PROCESSING,

pews,

TUTOR AVAILABLE" Math, Algebra,
trig, & g.mietry I have BSIE
Avellable all hours Roes...
rat. Call NANA 004)559-1964

WOULD LIKE TO 11. sincere.

caring
female lo shore time & cornp.y
with I am ’handicapped men’
Call Brian el 296-2306 after 4PM

406976-2002

THE SOUTH BAT BULLETIN
BOARD
NOW THEM II A Mel eel MeV
way to rneel qusilly people for romance or friendship Sal& and
sports partners are al. available
Y. may choose to Nave your
own message or heat sly different
massages left by others You
don’t have to do ft alone Someone special is waiting to meet
you Hurry‘ Call today, Over 18
any toil
only 02

SERVICES
RARE FT Alt’Stop shaving, mixing,
tweezing musing chemical deptli

I

Three
Days
$521i
$615
$700
$790

Four
Days
$550
$640
$730
$8 10

Five
Days
$575
$660
$750
$840

Call 9910.11821
WORD
PROCESSING- - TOP
NOTCH’ Student menuscripi dIn
Former
counts
Falling avail
tech senor with B A in English &
11 veers prol word processing
expel
includes spell puns disk
slur In -quality output WILLOW
Gl EN PstrIct (406)2M-5888

ma4.1
kw each Met

Each
Extra
Day
5) 00
$1 15
$1 30
$1 45

, Semester Rates (All Issues)

11)141 Ines $7000
5-9 ines 550 00
15 Plus tInes $9000

Address --

Phone 921-3277
City & State

Circles Classification
Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive
Travel

Housing
F or Sale

Stereo

Typing

Personals
Services
Loci It I fauna

151 Me permanently re-

hair (chin,

Print Name

E nclosed is S

immesmemmmisomammemm

till

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
ORGASM TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

re

sumes, manuscripts term letters
F xperl.ced proteselonal Fr.
SPELLING CHECK, disk storage

10th
One
Two
Days
Day
I ) ale%
$480
$3
.1
$570
’nes 5480
5 L Ines $570 $660
$750
6 Ines $655
ach Additional Line Add $

ALL

WILL DO YOUR TYPING WD pr.*.
editing spelling
$5 pg Call 7339195 eves only

Ad Rates

el 299-0204

for

your typing needs ( THESES)
Call L Inds The Write Type, 723.
1714. San Jo..11AM-10PM. Mon
Sat p-u del twice daily

Minimum three lines on one day

infomuitIon
about .UW91.. call Rev NOW

All

work done on a PS La.r Printer
or printing from your disk Both
IBM & Mac II computers Special
student discount, Call Printy s
WORDWORKS at 253-WORD or

Print Your Ad Here
(Count applovmately 3)) letters

San Carlos For more

move your unwanted

On/L-f -NINO,
Tv1P)1’S Cr OEM
I-NT ‘tX1 11.1 A
A9-lifj--.4

,
, IL,_

/1

.r; F, Fi.,L.

price ’Unwanted

UTHE RAN CAMPUS WORSHIP e.ry
Sunday rev.ing al 1000 PM at

tones

’ r NICNI5Cf’. -

bikini. tummy, moustache. etc )
15% discount to students and faculty Call before December 31,
1968 and gel your first appt at 12

able at Spartan B. (downstairs)
& Roberts Bookstore

Firnhabor

’4 i--)

ime.,>..;, --,--___ ,.

courses, FIT, Calculus, General
and Organic Chemistry. Physics,
more 20 different books *yell-

Campus Christian Center,

),,

0000 Nu’ ’
e Aa_s_ HIT !’’’

Rocky

You vs got the party, we’re got
Ill. music, MIchor Productions

CATHOLIC

., 000E-/,

di

a

4., f

Call 296-0931.

ROOMMATE

rok-M?

nrig

Join WSFCU -

to

eccepting
currently
is
applications for two A S Board
Director of Student
positions
FlIghtsResponsIblaties, and Director of Community *Noire

meal

voice & personality Call RICH at
998-4526
TELEMARKETING‘ GOLDEN COUNTY
MARKETING currently hes S day’

ules, advancement opportunities.
54 25 to $12 hr, or commission,
bonuses, contests. viketions &
professional environment 5 rnM.
ult. from SJSU For the hard.re

lonio. 00000 78205 or call (800)
628-2928, extension 856

AMERICA’S HEADLINE NEWS ’Con.
laminated Drinking Water’ Puriti
Cation systems needed by all

ARE

$525 per hr , cocktail servers
53 65 per hr
tips
Part
Time on call revellable, no experience necessary, Ask for Malin.
In personnel, Santa Clara Marriott

-9-y-

4-

time &

280-1900
EARN EXTRA CASH Banquet servers
-$945 per hr. banquet aides

and investors seek foreign netIonals with first hand knowledge

COMPUTERS

Ground floor opportunity
KIM at (415)885-3489

924-6240

HEADED
ALIEN

.%- .4
\
-1\ 6\--....."

N 1 .,ourlD‘:, FAmi LIAR

I,’

A -rtN

The agency also would like to
place more sophisticated radar
aboard several existing Air National
Guard C- 130 aircraft.

suit filed last week against Orange ment to an end."
County Sheriff Brad Gates that his
Kraft. 43, a computer technician
incarceration in the Orange County from Long Beach, is on trial in
Jail, which is designed for short- Orange County Superior Court for
term offenders, was aimed at coerc- 16 counts of murder in the sex slaying "a guilty plea in order to bring ings of 16 young men during an 11 the harsh and intolerable confine- year span.

DRIVERS & RECEPTIONISTS. Good
pay, great part time jobs for college students Call Tale-Walters at

rorg

ur4stialf,

Classified
1m A GRADUATE student in PHOTO
doing
documentary protect on
S East Asians in San Jose inter
waled in taking part call 270-8348

Puis You

V4 Ve t11-1PCT

Sex murderer files lawsuit against sheriff
SANTA ANA (AP) - - Randy
Kraft, on trial for the serial sex murders of 16 young men, filed a lawsuit
that contends authorities incarcerated him for five years in order to coerce a confession out of him.
Kraft claimed in his federal law-

David Rose
Goso-1 I I> -f .
I THINK G ’ , :
-17140,111141,2
CHASIN’
ME

(1,10’,

Classified Desk located Inside 0814208
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Debate: Political science professors argue candidates’ views
/sive
’For the next five minutes. I’m
going to heCtlflie Michael Dukakis."
Chi istman began "I told my students that and they said I needed to
use es ebroa pencil and stand with
my shoulders squished togethei "
Christman cited the three principal
goals of the Dukakis campaign: to
protect the Earth. hi ’newt-ye our national heritage. and to prepare for the
7.1s1 centin
"Our problems are global
ow
Wfort must be global.’" (’hi stman
said "We cannot expect a sof 1 Mg
lila/1114h to a orry about the rain forests We must have international cooperation to curb population, to pros ide adequate nutrition. and to
ploy ide responsible economic des el,
opment
Christman went on to discuss the
importance of individual treedoms in
America
Americans do not need lass.
making patriotism mandatory,- he
said "t h pregnancy mandatory .
school prayer mandatory. We are a
tree .111,1 independent people. ’
Young began by saying that Dukakis :epic-sews :in extreme branch
of the I )eniociatic imrts that is not in
step a oh the s leas of the mown!. of
Vilei !cans Speaking of Dukakis’
bet al background, Young de
scribed the Democratic candidate’s
110111e ION Ti fl !Massachusetts as "the
lie, kele% of the Fast Coast
Forther, Dukakis has had exireniel little experience ssith foreign
policy . Young said. lake other Democrats starting with .11111111 Carter.
Dukakis has fundamental l% misinterpreted the lesson of the Vietnam
War.
"Certainly what sou see Is a reluctance to use one of the major tools
of international politics, and that is
the use ot military force." Young
said "-Dukakis is vers quick to think

Jets checked for cracks
WASHINGTON (API
The
Federal Aviation Administration is
preparing to order a broader inspection of older Boeing 737 aircraft
amid continuing concern about
cracking on the aging jetliners, officials said Wednesday.
The broader inspections, which
have been under review for months,
were being speeded up after a series
of cracks along a 30-inch section of a
Continental Airlines Boeing 737
including one a foot long - -- were
found by chance two weeks ago.
It was not clear how many 737s
would be subject to the inspection
order.
The FAA ordered about 200 of the
aircraft, those with 30,000 or more
landing and takeoff cycles, to undergo special inspections last spring
after a 20-foot section of an Aloha

l’0111 011.e I

S411.11011
The held includes a good chance

Ii career advancement, he said.
Women may be exploring other
but SJSrs program is still
dominated by women. Out ot a typical class tit 511, four or five students
are Well. McCormack said.
k ..iipational therapy has a lot to

Yuffie
page I
You don’t see many rich
n professors."’ she says.
W’hen the % nit ie moves to a new
Ii e ets a lihiar% card before he
.1 Wile! 1 Ih’ense or a check, ashni,_, said tin the supermarket,"
she aloes in the book.
In another excerpt, she writes.
’The ultimate measure of a true y uffie is to live a life of fruso :Red

Airlines Boeing 737 broke off during
flight.
The new order is not related to the
crash of an Indian Airlines Boeing
737 in thick fog early today as it
tried to land in Ahmadabad, India,
killing 130 people. Although that
plane was an older Boeing 737, there
is no early indication of a structural
problem before the crash, officials
said.
According to the Air Transport
Association, there were 570 Boeing
737s in operation by U.S. airlines at
the end of 1987, but many of those
planes are newer models that likely
would not be subject to the special
inspections.
FAA spokesman Bob Bockhorn
said the new inspection order will require broader use of electronic
equipment to better detect cracks.

Bentsen: Bush attacked
Brian Baer
Political Science professors Roy Young (1) and Roy Christman
that tundainental
aie taking asked about a dozen questions on
iikke in the Sims let I MOH alld he is subjects ranging from international
gis e up :ill kinds of weap- lays to the electoral college.
steins V. 1111,1111 any kind of real
Responding to a question about
negotiation
the use of torce in foreign policy.
About 3o students and professors Young said the most important re attended the debate. attic’) ails ad- sponsiblity of the President is to provertised by flyers hung mound cam- tect the United States from destrucpus.
lion by outside influences.
After the speeches, the audience
Military force must be used to

Daily staff photographe

debate on campaign issues
protect U.S. interests if other methods break down, he said.
When asked why the Iran -Contra
scandal was not a major issue in the
campaign. Christman responded that
Americans have a very short attention span.
"It’s old hat
it’s like bringing
up Watergate, almost,- Christman
said.

Enrollment: Occupational therapy program recruits students
are nos% looking for 1114:0111e Mid ...Id
Ms in fields that scent presiliiI,1 it Ii
open to them. including engineering
and mathematics. !McCormack said
The occupational therapist’s salary often doesn’t compare to salaries
in littler priqesai,11... 1: lel Said
The health protessions ale !toy, increasing salaries for therapists to
make the 1 lehl more attractise to students.
A graduate can earn up to $28.000
in an entry-level position. Eyler
said.
"In Southern California. the starting s.iI,ules are sometimes as good as
a rninessoi’s," McCormack said.
"It could be from $30.000 to

737 inspections

Front page I
the large Hispanic population in California as a key constituency. Last
month, the Dukakis campaign
launched "Viva Dukakis," a vote
mobilization effort to win Hispanic
support in California.
Despite the focus on the Hispanic
vote, Bentsen didn’t specifically address Hispanic issues.
Blanca Alvarado, local representative of the "Viva Dukakis" campaign, said she didn’t know why the
Mexican theme was chosen for the
rally.
"Other than that it was a very colorful theme... she said.
In addition to criticizing Bush’s
campaign tactics. Bentsen attacked
President Reagan’s policies.
"If we continue with a government committed to wrecking programs that help people, then people
won’t believe in the government,"
he said. "This isn’t a choice between right and left, but a choice between right and wrong."
He also alluded to the scandals in
which Reagans political appointees
have been involved.
"Mike Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen will bring justice back to the justice department... he said.
Bentsen also outlined some Dem-

do with holistic health, or touch the - Iii the program by the wide variety of
Fossey. the subject of a recent
I all \ ,
Mall ha% e hcen lett outside career choices.
movie titled ’Gorillas in the Mist,"
ol that.- !McCormack said
"Id like to focus on preventive worked with the physically handMen are less elli01.11:Iged than health issues through parenting icapped as an occupational therapist.
"She was frustrated by her inabilwomen to he sensitise and show classes or community education,"
ity to communicate with these peotheir teeliiigs. he said. Therefine. Martin said.
ple.
so she began to study apes to
Martin
was influenced by Dian
men are less likels ti choose occupaI ,sey, a graduate of SJSU’s oecu- look for clues in dealing with the
tional theraps as a caicei
problem," Martin said.
"It is a shame that so man v men H11011:11 therapy program in 1954.
have been deism ed
that.- McCormack said
Hosses
1111111’ Mell on campus
now cross those societal boundaries,
he said.
The name of the program itself
might he a deterrent to students because of its "nebulousness," McAdvertisement
Connack
includes
theiaps
Occupational
Pumping iron has replaced
many specit is mew- It difficult for
....’ flower power. Pinstripes have
students to see !hat h lust looking at
the name. he NMI.’
replaced paisley. And Wall Street
miie.iiis occup% mg a perN011.1
It
has replaced Woodstock.
!McCormack
time purposefully ..
But of all the major changes that
said.
have taken place since the 60’s, one
Marti Martin, a senior majoring in
is hardly visible at all: the change
occupational therapx . was attracted
that has taken place in the Pill.
In 1960, the Pill contained as
much as 150 mcgs, of the hormone
genius
or
of
avoidance
estrogen. Today, it’s down to 35
slit Less
or both
and to die
indicate that if you were fertile
mcgs, or less. That’s afraction oft he
poor What counts is living pennibefore you took the Pill, taking it
original dosage.
less \silo cares if your paintings sell
Ion a hall million two centuries after
will not affect your ability to have
Yet, today’s Pill is as effective as
you’re dead?’’
children later. Some women may
yesterday’s. In fact, it’s still the most
Puhlisher Wend Crisp sa% s she
experience a short period of readeffective birth control available
expects the book to he successful.
justment after discontinuing the
other than sterilization.
"When I first read the hook 1 felt
Pill. Even so, most women usually
But is the Pill right for you? You
she had caught a mood and a trend.’"
become pregnant soon.
should see your doctor to help you
she savs "It turns out there is lust a
One piece of advice you may have
answer that. If the answer is yes,
little bit In o tor esers body ."
Crisp sass the book should he in
heard if you’re on the Pill is that you
then the ultimate decision is yours.
bookstores this \seek.
should take an occasional rest from
And it’s important that you learn all
it. Yet there’s no medical basis for
you can about oral contraceptives.
this advice. Furthermore, a rest
First and foremost, what are the
could turn out to be anything but
risks? Does the Pill cause cancer?
restful, since switching to a less
Will it make you less fertile? Do you
effective form of birth control
need to take a rest from it? These are
increases your chances for unjust a few questions that have surplanned pregnancy.
rounded the Pill since 1960. QuesI, s 115 ho mg facials members who
Now that you know what the risks
tions which must be addressed by
include a certified masseuse, a len
aren’t, you should know what the
you and your physician.
BUddllIS1. a yoga teacher and a self
What about the Pill and breast
risks are. For example, if you are
described N itch named Starhaa k.
taking the 1.11, you should not
cancer? Although there are conflictthe story said
smoke. Especially if you are over 35.
ing reports concerning this issue,
Fox’s teachings include a hook
Cigarette smoking is known to
the Centers for Disease Control
called "Original Blessing- 111,11
increase the risk of serious and posreported that women who took the
tot
icizes traditional church docti
sibly life-threatening adverse effects
Pill, even for 15 years, ran no higher
an "iiseremphasis
sin and le
on the heart and blood vessels from
risk of breast cancer than women
demphon.
Pill use. What’s more, women with
who didn’t. The CDC also reported
When HMS of a possible Vatican
certain conditionsor medical histothat ovarian and uterine cancer are
ills estigation scas reported 111 1955.
ries should not use the Pill.
substantially less common among
Itt\ ’,did he N as "not (WWI 11 peOple
women who use oral contraceptives.
Even if you’re already on the Pill,
call me a heretic
you should see your doctor at least
The Pill has been shown to have
’’Joan of Ali. via. condemned.
once a year. And read the patient
other health benefits as well. Pill
burned at the stake and then declared
information regularly.
users are less likely to develop pelvic
a saint,- the 47 year -old Dominican
inflammatory disease (tubal infecTaking the Pill is easy. Deciding
said at the time.
whether or not to take it isn’t. That’s
tions), benign breast disease and
Fox’s teachings have been mulct
why it’s so important for you to
iron deficiency anemia, not to menreview by Cardinal Joseph Rd!
tion menstrual cramps.
make an informed decision. ContinAnger. whose Congregation fin the
ue reading everything you can about
But if the Pill is so effective at preDoctrine of the Faith Wined the
venting pregnancy, can it later prebirth control methods. Seek out reliRev. Charles Curran dismissed in
19titi from the faculty ot Catholic.
able sources. Talk to your doctor.
vent you from having a baby when
1
ersity in Washington, D.C., tin
You’ve already taken a step in the
you’re ready to have one? Studies
slii5 timid liberalism.

ocratic goals, such as education for
all citizens.
"The key to opportunity is education," he said. "Going to college is
not a privilege, but a right for every
Americans’.
He also emphasized that, despite
polls that show Bush leading, the
campaign isn’t over.
"They haven’t heard the last of
Mike Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen,"
he said. "There’s no time for
mourning because we’re going to
win."
He said grass-roots support is the
key to a Democratic victory.
"This campaign is going to be
won in the trenches," he said.
Campus Democrat John Hjelt agreed that a Democratic victory will
depend on strong grass-roots support.
"Bush’s margin of support is
soft," he said. "That is what we
need to exploit.
"The Democrats have finally
started to address the fact that the
Bush campaign has been very negative... he said.
Hjelt said Bush has attempted to
influence voters by attacking Dukakis.
"The sad part is that it seems to
work,’. he said.

Since 1960,
hormone levels

in the Pill have

Vatican orders liberal priest
to serve a year of silence
\KLAN!), API
\ priest alio
been described as weaving
:ii stiu_’tsni,
feminism and envirimmentalism into his teachings has
been sentenced to a year of silence
by the Vatican. according to a published report,
The order against the Rev. Matthew his. who has said he was not
afraid to he labeled a heretic, will
take effect Dec. 15. the report said.
He still he forbidden from speaking
publicly or publishing his a ritings
for a year, according hi the National
Catholic Reporter, a hubte,,il v.eekly
newspaper.
Fox has mixed liberal New Age
phi It us upfi
a it hi ROIllafl Catholic
doctrine and is the founder of the Institute in Culture and Creation Spirituality at Holy Names College in
Oakland. He ha, scheduled a news
conference tot Thursday to discuss
the Valk. an ’s itton.
Dan Lattin. a religion writer for
the San Francisco Chronicle. described Fox’s work in the paper’s
Tuesday editions as having a "heavy
emphasis on Christian mysticism.
feminism ,ind this ironmentalism.The Catholic newspaper said the
Vatican has ordered Holy Names
College to sever its ties with Fox’s
I nstitute School officials said they
still issue a statement alter Fox’s
news conference.
He has irked conservative Catho
Ii

s tice was once called
the Ills lnquiu’.uliutn.
Action against Vox could revise
tensions betaeen the ’aticati and the
I S church that 911aaell during the
Curran omit-mei.% and alter Rome
disciplined liberal Seattle Arch
bishop Raymond How hausen

dropped
considerably.
right direction. Just think, since you
began reading this, there’s a good
chance your knowledge level about
the Pill has increased. Considerably.
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